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Abstract

Although abstract data types are the foundation of object-oriented

programming, the use of application independent ADTs as compo-
nents for other ADTs is surprisingly difficult. No existing language

allows the ADTs of high-level elements like associations, bounded
values, graphs, . . . to be reused conveniently as components. As a

result, their instance variables and methods are implemented over

and over again.
To allow such elements to be reused, we raise the abstraction level

of the language by introducing a new multiple inheritance mecha-

nism with two relations: is-a and has-a. The is-a relation is for
subtyping and code inheritance, and is tailored for classification.

The has-a relation is for code inheritance only, and is tailored for
composition of ADTs. Using this inheritance mechanism, the imple-

mentation of the foundation of a program becomes a trivial task.

A case study shows a 22% decrease in the size of the code, while
the second best inherit ance mechanism gets no further than 5%.

In addition, the mechanism reduces the dependenc y between the

implementation of a class and its hierarchy.
We present a formal model of the inheritance mechanism, along

with a proof of type soundness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In current object-oriented programming languages, implementing even a simple applica-
tion can be a difficult task. Take for example the applicationin Figure 1. Designing its
high-level model using well-known high-level characteristics like associations, bounded
values, graphs,. . . is a trivial task. Implementing the application, however, is quite expen-
sive.

The ADTs and implementations of the characteristics must beincorporated in the appli-
cation classes1. Their features2 are given names that are meaningful in the context of the
application class, and part of their functionality may be specialized. But aside from the
specialized part and renaming, both the ADT and the implementation remain essentially
unchanged. Consequently, both should be reused, and customized where necessary. But
it turns out that even with the best object-oriented inheritance mechanism, reusing such
characteristics is far from trivial.

From Figure 1, it is clear that inheriting the characteristics is impossible in most lan-
guages. First of all, a separate code inheritance relation is required because, for example,
an account is not an association. Second, because an application class can have multiple
characteristics, possibly of the same kind, we need repeated inheritance. This eliminates
all languages forbidding repeated inheritance, like Java [37], C# [30], Scala [61], Cecil
[18], traits [74], . . . . Third, we need renaming to solve nameconflicts, and give the fea-
tures meaningful names, ruling out C++ [80] and Timor [44]. Only languages similar to
SmartEiffel 2.2 [20] and the upcoming ECMA-367 version of Eiffel [62] remain.

But even these languages are not suitable for reusing the characteristics via inheritance.
First, massive renaming is required because every feature must be renamed individually.
Second, care must be taken to completely separate the characteristics since the default
policy of these languages is to share features. Third, for every method that a characteristic
must invoke on another characteristic, an abstract method must be added because the final
name of the invoked method is not known in the definition of theformer characteristic. The
inheriting class must then dispatch the invocation to the correct method. Third, methods
involving multiple instance of a characteristic cannot be reused for the characteristics of the
application classes because there is no subtyping relationbetween them. Fourth, providing
a lot of functionality in the characteristics forces the developer of the application class to
resolve many conflicts, and either provide a bloated interface, or hide the functionality from
external clients, preventing reuse. Fifth, their mechanism for allowing non-conformance
in absence of subtyping is not modular. This leaves us with empty hands . . .

Our case study shows that this overhead cancels out most of the saved work. As a result,

1We focus on classes, but the paper also applies to prototypes
2A feature of a class is an instance variable or a method.
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Figure 1: High-level design of an application.

the application is typically built by implementing the ADTsof the characteristics from
scratch for each class, as done in Figure 23 for the bank account. This not only costs a lot
of time, but is also error-prone.

In [61], Odersky and Zenger identify three abstractions forremoving hard references
from components to increase their reusability:abstract type members, selftype annota-
tions, andmodular mixin composition. Abstract type members and selftypes specify the
required services of a component, and mixins perform the composition. But while these
abstractions are scalable with respect to the size of the components, they are not scalable
in the way components are used. The problem is that both selftypes, and mixins as used in
Scala, prohibit any composition involving multiple components of the same kind, or com-
ponents containing features with the same name. So althoughthe authors claim that these
abstractions can lift an arbitrary assembly of static program parts to a component system,
they already fail for the application in Figure 1, which is little more than an assembly of
four kinds of static program parts.

In this paper, we introduce an inheritance mechanism that allows general purpose classes
to be reused conveniently as building blocks for other classes. To achieve this, we intro-
duce renaming parameters and first-class code inheritance relations. Using this inheritance
mechanism, the implementation of the application in Figure1 becomes as simple as its
high-level design.

Overview

In Section 2, we present thecomponent relation, which is used for code inheritance. In
Section 3, we present the impact on subtyping relation. We give an implementation of
Figure 1 in Section 4. To evaluate the inheritance mechanism, we present a case study
in Section 5. We present a part of the formal model, and the proof of type soundness
in Section 6. Related work and future work are discussed in Sections 7 and 8, and we
conclude in Section 9.

2. THE COMPONENT RELATION

In this section, we present thecomponent relationfor building classes using general pur-
pose classes as building blocks. Whereas other code inheritance relations are nearly iden-
tical to subtyping relations, the component relation has some important differences. The
new features of the component relation are a result of tailoring it for composition of ADTs.
Traditional code inheritance can of course also be achieved, but since that is already well
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Figure 2: Creating classes from components.

documented, we focus on composition of ADTs. The component relation is denoted by the
symbol<, while the subtyping relation is denoted by<:.

Not all proposed language constructs are required to build the application of Figure 1
using components. We distinguish two kinds of constructs: constructs that are essential for
composition of ADTs, and constructs that can further increase code reuse. As mentioned
before, a separate code inheritance relation, repeated inheritance, and renaming are existing
essential language constructs.

2.1 Composition of ADTs

Figure 1 illustrates the example that will be used throughout the rest of this section. The
application contains classes for persons, bank accounts, and bank cards. The rectangles
inside a class are the characteristics of that class. They are high-level elements used to
create the high-level design of the application. An accounthas a balance, which is a number
that lies between the credit limit and an upper bound. In addition, it has a unidirectional
association with its account number, and a bidirectional association with its owner. A
person has a unidirectional association with his or her name, and bidirectional associations
with his or her parents, children, and bank accounts. The associations for the parents
and children form a graph offering different iteration strategies. As shown by the dashed
arrows in the figure, there are dependencies between the characteristics. For example, the
owner characteristic of an account must know the name of thesetter method of the
accounts characteristic of a person in order to keep the association consistent. Since
these characteristics are general and frequently used, we want to turn them into classes,
and use them as components to create other classes.

Figure 2 shows the class diagram forBankAccount. The solid lines represent
subtyping relations, the dashed lines represent componentrelations. The inherited
classes are used as components for implementing the inheriting class. We have cre-
ated classBidiAssociation-1-Side for the 1-side of a bidirectional association,
UniAssociation for unidirectional associations, andBoundedValue for bounded
values, to make them reusable. ClassBankAccount inherits them through component
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relations. The actual components inBankAccount have typesBoundedValue’ and
BidiAssociation-1-Side’, andUniAssociation’, which are subtypes of the
inherited classes. This is because features of the inherited classes can be overridden in
BankAccount. These subtyping relations, however, are not part of the code, they are
implicit.

ClassCheckingAccount additionally has an association with a bank card, and thus
has another component relation withBidiAssociation1 to implement this charac-
teristic. The resulting component iscompletely separatedfrom the component for the
association with the owner of the account.

What is important is that we no longer use instance variablesand methods as primitives
to implement the characteristics of a class, or create a new language construct for a charac-
teristic like e.g. full-blown relationships in [8], or events in C# [30]. Instead, we reuse the
characteristics by encapsulating them in a class. As such, we have raised the abstraction
level of the programming language.

2.2 Syntax

Figure 3 shows the syntax of the component relation. It consists of the keyword
component followed by the name of the inherited class, including any generic parame-
ters. After the inherited class, there can optionally be a name for the component relation,
component parameters, and a configuration block. Both the relation and the name can have
an access modifier.

The name and access modifiers of the component relation and component parameters
will be discussed in Section 2.5. The configuration block is similar to that of Eiffel: it
consists of a comma-separated list of configuration clauses. The assignment is used for
renaming, theundefine clause for selecting an implementation in case of conflicts,the
override clause if a feature is overridden, and theexport clause for changing the
visibility of a feature. Thedirect andindirect clauses are used to determine how a
feature is inherited , and are discussed in Section 2.5.2.

Figure 4 shows the component relations for the class of bank accounts. They
state that the class of bank accounts has a componentowner that behaves
like a BidiAssociation-1-Side, a componentbalance that behaves like
a BoundedValue, and a componentaccountNumber that behaves like a
UniAssociation. The inheritance names, component parameters, and assignments
in the configuration blocks are discussed in the remainder ofthis section.

2.3 General Semantics

The component relation is essentially a code inheritance relation. This means that ifA has
a component relation withB, A inherits the features ofB, but not its type. For example, the
class of bank accounts inherits all features of a bounded value, but a bank account is no
bounded value.

As a result, it is allowed for a class to have a component relation with a final class,
while it is not allowed to have a subtyping relation with thatclass. The features of the
final class, however, cannot be overridden in the inheritingclass. Forbidding a component
relation with a final class makes no sense because it is equivalent to manually forwarding
all feature calls to an object of the final class. You can reuse, but not override, the code, so
the essence of thefinal modifier is respected.

Instance variables are properties that, unless declaredfinal, can be overridden and
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ComponentClause:
AccessModifier? component Type Config?

Config:
Name? CompParams? ConfigurationBlock?

Name:
AccessModifier? Identifier

CompParams:
“(” Identifier (, Identifier)* “)”

ConfigurationBlock:
“[” ConfigurationClause(, ConfigurationClause)* “]”

ConfigurationClause:
Identifier= Identifier
undefine “{” IdentifierList“}”
override “{” IdentifierList“}”
export AccessModifier“{” IdentifierList“}”
direct “{” IdentifierList“}”
indirect “{” IdentifierList“}”

Figure 3: Grammar for the component relation.

componentBidiAssociation-1-Side<Account,Person>
owner (accounts) [X=Owner]

componentBoundedValue<long> balance
[X=Balance,LOW=LowerLimit,HI=UpperLimit];

componentUniAssociation<int> accountNumber
[X=AccountNumber,export private {setAccountNumber}]

Figure 4: Examples of the component relation.

merged. Even though this requires avtablelookup for an instance variable due to multiple
inheritance and renaming, it is not less efficient than Java,where getter and setter methods
used to encapsulate instance variables also require a lookup.

Duplication. If a feature is inherited via different inheritance paths, achoice must be
made to decide if the feature is inherited once, or multiple times. The default policy for
features inherited via a component relation is duplicationbecause, generally, the compo-
nents will not overlap. This means that if a feature is inherited via a component relation
and again via another inheritance relation, there is a conflict, even if the definitions are
the same. This conflict must be resolved explicitly via merging or renaming. As a result,
features inherited via a component relation do not participate in the rule-of-dominance
used for subtyping in Section 3.2. In Section 3.2, we discusswhy duplication is forbidden
for subtyping. To avoid an explosion of the number of renaming clauses, we introduce
renaming parametersin Section 2.4 andindirect inheritancein Section 2.5.2.

As in SmartEiffel, binding of features in inherited methodsis done within the inheri-
tance relation through which they are inherited. This is required to allow separation of the
components. In Figure 2, for example,CheckingAccount inherits the getter method of
BidiAssociation-1-Side twice: once for the association with the owner, and once
for the association with the bank card. Both getters must of course use the instance variable
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Set<TO> getXs;
void addX(TO x);
void removeX(TO x);
void replaceX(TO x, TO y);
boolean isValidX(TO x);
boolean containsX(TO x);

Figure 5: Name pattern of associations.

of their own component.

Conformance.For the external clients of a class, it is not a problem if features inherited
via a component relation are overridden in a non-conformingmanner, e.g. by narrowing
the argument types of a method. Such clients cannot access these feature using the interface
of the inherited class since they are not part of a subtyping relation, so their expectations
cannot be broken. The features of the inheriting class, however, are also invoked by method
of the class that is inherited via the component relations, and they expect them to behave
according to their original definition. As a result, we currently require that the signatures
of an overriding method conform to the signatures of all overridden methods. Providing a
different, non-conformingsignature to external clients remains future work. In Section 2.6,
we discuss how such non-conformance could be obtained whilemaintaining modularity.

2.4 Renaming Parameters

Without intervention, using duplication as the default forthe component relation would
force a developer to explicitly rename almost every method of the component. The case
study in Section 5 shows that renaming is a significant problem, and thus renaming param-
eters are also an essential language construct for composition of ADTs. We introduce a
lightweight macro system to minimize the effort of renamingfeatures.

The names in the features of characteristics often exhibit patterns. For example, the
names of the methods of the N side of an association aregetX, addX, removeX,
replaceX, containsX, . . . . To avoid these patterns from getting lost in the imple-
mentation, we introducerenaming parameters. They can be written in the names of non-
private features, and allow an inheriting class to rename a number of features with a single
renaming declaration.

A renaming parameter is a parameter of a class and is written between square brackets.
It can be given a default value; otherwise its name will serveas the default value. The
parameter can be used in feature names by writing its name between two % characters.
An inheriting class can then assign a value to the parameter in the configuration block of
the inheritance relation. The value of the parameter can be any string that is valid for all
feature names containing the parameter – which are all visible to the inheriting class.

Figure 6 illustrates the use of renaming parameters. Class
BidiAssociation-N-Side contains a renaming parameter to customize the
names of the methods. ParameterX is used as the name of the other end of the association.
ParameterXS represents the plural ofX and by default equals the value ofX appended
with an ’s’. For thechildren component ofPerson both parameters are assigned
because the default value ofXS is not appropriate.

The name of the renaming parameter itself must be unique for that class but may be
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classAssociation<FROM,TO> . . . [X] {
boolean isValid%X%(TO x);
boolean contains%X%(TO x);
. . .

}
classBidiAssociation-N-Side<FROM,TO> . . . [X,XS=%X%s]{

subtypeAssociation<FROM,TO> [X=%X%] {
Set<TO> get%XS%{. . .}
void add%X%(TO x){. . .}
void remove%X%(TO x){. . .}
void replace%X%(TO x, TO y){. . .}
. . .

}

classPerson
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person, BankAccount>

accounts . . . [X=Account]
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person, Person>

parents . . . [X=Parent]
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person, Person>

children . . . [X=Child,XS=Children]
{. . .}

Figure 6: Using renaming parameters.

equal to a renaming parameter of a parent class. The name mustalso be different from
the names of the methods in that class to avoid ambiguities inthe configuration blocks of
subclasses. In addition, no conflicts may occur when each renaming parameter is assigned
its default value.

In order to propagate the value of a renaming parameter to superclasses, the parameter
can be used in the right-hand side of the assignments of a configuration block. To avoid
conflicts when a class uses a renaming parameter with the samename as a renaming pa-
rameter in the superclass, parameters in the left-hand sideof the assignment are resolved
in the superclass, while parameters in the right-hand side are resolved in the current class.

In Figure 6, classBidiAssociation-N-Side uses a renaming parameterX with
the same name as a renaming parameter of its parent class. In the configuration block,
the left-hand side of the assignment references the renaming parameter of the parent class,
while the right-hand side references the renaming parameter of the current class. The effect
of this assignment is that the renaming parameter ofAssociation has the same value
as the renaming parameter ofBidiAssociation.

Methods whose names contain a renaming parameter can be renamed both by assigning
a value to a renaming parameter and by renaming the method directly. In order to avoid
ambiguities, explicitly renaming an individual method haspriority over the renaming that
would be done by an assignment to a renaming parameter. The method must be renamed
as if the renaming parameter had its default value. The orderin which both declarations
are written in the configuration block is irrelevant.

In the body of the class declaring a renaming parameter, invocations features containing
that renaming parameter must also contain the renaming parameter if the target of the
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classBankAccount
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<BankAccount,BankCard>. . .

[X=BankCard, addX=attachBankCard]

Figure 7: Priority of renaming.

invocation isthis. If the target is another object of that class, the default value for the
parameter must be used since the value of the parameter for that object may be different.
More general, a feature containing a renaming parameter must be accessed with the most
specific value known at the site where it is accessed.

Renaming parameters cannot be filled in during object construction. If the class of which
an object is being constructed has renaming parameters, thewill assume the default value.
Because the object can only be used using the type of its class, or one of its super classes,
the renaming could never be visible anyway.

Figure 7 illustrates the priority during renaming. ClassBankAccount
now uses the renaming parameterX to rename all methods inherited from
BidiAssociation-N-Side except for theaddX method, which is individually re-
named toattachBankCard.

When overriding a method whose name contains one or more renaming parameters,
there are two options. For the first option, the name of the overriding method is equal to
the name of the overridden method, including renaming parameters which have the same
values as the renaming parameters in the overridden method.For the second option, the
method must be renamed to its new name. Otherwise, the connection between the methods
would be lost.

2.5 First-Class Component Relations

In this section, we solve four remaining problems. First, wemust write a lot of low-level
code to resolve dependencies. Second, not all feature namescontain renaming parameters.
Third, we must make a trade-off between the size of a class andthe provided functionality.
Fourth, the lack of a subtyping relation prevents a component to be used as an object of the
inherited type. These problems can be solved by turning component relations – and thus
components – into first-class citizens.

A component relation can have a name, which typically represents the role of the
component in the inheriting class. Figure 8 illustrates this for classesBankAccount
and Person. The BidiAssociation-1-Side component ofBankAccount is
namedowner, and theBidiAssociation-N-Side component ofPerson is named
accounts. The renaming clauses are not displayed, they are discussedin Section 2.4.

Note that aside from the component relation having a name, this is completely different
from named inheritance relations in Timor [44]. This is discussed with other related work
in Section 7.

Component relations can also be abstract if the inheriting class is abstract. In this case,
concrete subtypes must either override the component relation, implement all abstract
methods inherited via the component relation, or a combination of both. If a component
relation is declared asfinal, it cannot be overridden. Overriding of component relations
is presented in Section 3.3.

In the remainder of this section we explain how the problems mentioned above are
solved using the names of component relations. We will use them to connect components,
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classBankAccount
componentBidiAssociation-1-Side<BankAccount,Person> owner. . .
. . .

classPerson
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,BankAccount> accounts. . .
. . .

Figure 8: First-class component relations.

access additional functionality, and use components as if they were separate objects.

2.5.1 Component Parameters.Some characteristics depend on other characteristics.
Examples of such dependencies are the methods to set up and break down bidirectional as-
sociations, as shown in Figure 9. ThesetOwner method ofBankAccount must know
which register method to invoke on thePerson to keep the association consistent.
TheregisterOwner method needs anunregister method to correctly remove the
old back-pointer, andgetAccounts is needed in the specification ofsetOwner. Be-
causePerson has multiple associations, these dependencies cannot be resolved automat-
ically. The developer ofBankAccount must connect these methods to the appropriate
methods inPerson.

If the association characteristic is not reused, as in Figure 23 of Section 4, the appro-
priate methods are invoked directly insetOwner. Figure 10 shows how the association
is reused with traditional code inheritance techniques. Ituses theinsert relation of
SmartEiffel for code inheritance. ThegetThis method is discussed in Section 2.6.1.
Abstract methods are introduced for each dependency. Thesemethods are then used by
the implementation ofBidiAssociation-1-Side to invoke methods on the other
component. The actual resolution of the dependencies is done by inheriting classes. They
must rename and implement the abstract methods, and forwardthe call to the appropriate
method.

As is shown by Figure 10, and confirmed by our case study, this is a very
cumbersome practice. In addition, if more internal dependencies are added to
BidiAssociation-1-Side, all inheriting classes must be adapted, even though they
will be connected to methods of the same association as the other dependencies.

Using Eiffel agents or C# delegates, it is possible to removethe abstract methods at
the cost of a bigger memory footprint. The association classcan use a delegate for every
dependency, but this requires an extra object and a reference for every dependency of
every characteristic of every object. For thePerson class of our application that would
result in eleven additional references and eleven delegateobjects for everyPerson object,
even with just three dependencies per bidirectional association, and two dependencies for
a graph. Sharing the delegate objects reduces the memory usage, but barely reduces the
code size.

To resolve these dependencies in a more elegant manner, we use the names of the com-
ponent relations. Figure 11 shows what we want to achieve. Wewant to connect the
owner characteristic ofBankAccount to theaccounts characteristic ofPerson and
vice versa with a single high-level connection on each side.

A class can have a number of formalcomponent parameters, which are usedonly at
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Figure 9: Traditional dependency resolution.

classBidiAssociation-1-Side<FROM,TO>
subtypeBidiAssociation<FROM,TO> {

protected abstractvoid otherRegister(TO to, FROM from);
protected abstractvoid otherUnregister(TO to, FROM from);
protected abstractFROM otherGetX(TO to);

public void setX(TO other){
. . .
otherRegister(other,getThis());
. . .

}
public void registerX(TO other){

. . .
otherUnregister(other,getThis());
. . .

}
. . .

}
classBankAccount . . .{

insert BidiAssociation-1-Side<BankAccount, Person>
renameotherRegisterasregisterAccount

otherUnregisterasunregisterAccount
otherGetXasgetOwnerAccount

. . .

protectedvoid registerAccount(Person person, Account account)
{person.registerAccount(account);}

protectedvoid unregisterAccount(Person person, Account account)
{person.unregisterAccount(account);}

protectedAccount getOwnerAccount(Person person)
{return person.getAccount();}

}

Figure 10: Implementing traditional dependency resolution.
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compile-time. They are declared after the generic parameters of a class between parenthe-
ses, and have the formT → C name. In this declaration,T → C is a constraint on the
component relation passed through the parameter.T is the type containing the relation, and
C is the target type of the relation. Finally,name is the name of the parameter.

Figure 12 illustrates the declaration of a component parameter in
BidiAssociation-1-Side. The formal parameter expects the name of a rela-
tion thata) is a relation of the class at the other side of the association(TO), andb) is
a BidiAssociation representing an association in the opposite direction (from TO
to FROM). Take for example the component relations of Figure 8. If wesubstitute the
generic types, we see that component relationowner requires the name of a component
relation with typeBidiAssociation<Person,BankAccount> that is contained
in Person. Since theaccounts component ofPerson satisfies these constraints,
we can connect theowner component to theaccounts component. Similarly, the
owner component satisfies the constraints of theaccounts component. The high-level
connection of both components is shown in Figure 13. Theowner component of
BankAccount is connected to theaccounts component ofPerson, and vice
versa. Note thatBidiAssociation1 does not require the components to be mutually
connected. Such constraints are not in the scope of this paper.

A component parameter can be used to invoke methods on, or access fields of, the
actual component passed through the parameter. Method invocations and field ac-
cesses are performed using the following expressions:expr@ param.m(args) and
expr@param.f. In such expressions,exprmust be of typeT, andm orfmust be appli-
cable to typeC. We use a symbol different from the dot to emphasize the difference with a
regular invocation. In addition, this avoids confusion about the meaning ofexpr.param
if a feature with nameparam is added toT.

ThesetX method in Figure 12 shows how the component parameter is usedto invoke
methods. Instead of using an abstractregisterOther method to let the other end of
the association set its reference to the current object, we now use the component parameter
to invoke theregister method directly. The invocation ofregister is applied to the
otherEnd component ofother. The method that will be invoked, is theregister
method of the actual component relation passed through the parameter, which may be
overridden or renamed in the actual classTO. In the example of Figure 13, thesetOwner
method inherited byBankAccountwill invoke theregisterAccountmethod inher-
ited byPerson.

Currently, component parameters are not part of the type of aclass, unlike generic pa-
rameters. Consequently,A(someComponent) andA(otherComponent) have the
same type:A. Incorporating component parameters in the type of a class together with
wildcards remains future work.

An important additional advantage of component parametersis that dependencies can be
added without modifying the inheriting classes. For example, we can add anisSibling
method toBidiAssociation to check if some object is its sibling. This method would
invoke thecontains method on the other end of the association, introducing another
dependency. Inheriting classes (clients), however, do notneed to be modified.

By comparing the code in Figure 10 with that of Figure 13, it becomes clear that first-
class component relations and component parameters are essential for composition of
ADTs. Like Odersky and Zenger in [61], we identifyabstract type membersor generic
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parametersas existing essential language constructs. Without one of these constructs,
component parameters lose a lot of flexibility.

Technically, component parameters can be replaced by component references and dele-
gates or agents, but that would make component references anessential language construct.
A drawback of that choice is that the connection is not made were it should be made: at the
class level. Instead, the connection would be made at the object level. In addition, using
delegates and component references, it is possible to change the connection at run-time,
which seems to make little sense for connections of characteristics.

2.5.2 Direct and Indirect inheritance.In this section, we use the name of a compo-
nent relation to solve two remaining problems. First, renaming parameters alone are not
yet sufficient to get rid of all renaming conflicts. Second, the developer of a class typically
balances the size of its interface to limit its complexity but still provide enough function-
ality for the anticipated use of the class. But by doing this,he may deprive clients from
important functionality.

Reducing Name Conflicts.Even with renaming parameters, the inheritance mechanism
will become practically useless if we do not intervene. Not all method and field names
will contain renaming parameters, and even if that is the case, such methods and fields
are not necessarily interesting for the inheriting class. For example, even a small number
of features in top-level classes, likeequals andhashCode, would cause an explosion
of the number of rename clauses. These methods would have to be renamed for every
component relation. Figure 14 illustrates this for classBankAccount. It inherits four
different definitions ofequals andhashCode. But usually, the definitions inherited via
the components are not interesting for the inheriting class, yet they still cause conflicts that
must be resolved.

Interface Bloat vs. Reuse.Another problem is the size of the class interface. To improve
the understandability of an application class, it is desirable to keep its interface simple. But
to increase code reuse, it is desirable to provide as much functionality as possible.

This is illustrated in Figure 15. In order to maximize code reuse, it is desirable to
put many features in the association classes. Examples are applying some action to all
referenced elements, a universal and an existential quantifier, accumulation, validation,. . . .
But if all these features must be inherited byPerson, either its interface get bloated, or
the developer ofPerson must do a lof of work to hide the functionality. Of course the
argument of the uninteresting name conflicts applies here aswell.

Indirect Inheritance.To solve both problems, we can take advantage of the fact that
code inheritance and subtyping are not tied together. Because a component relation does
not imply a subtyping relation, it is not mandatoryfor the interface of the inheriting classto
contain all features of the inherited class. As a result, we can make a distinction between
directly and indirectly inherited features. A directly inherited feature is present in the
interface of the inheriting class, while an indirectly inherited feature is not, and thus cannot
cause a conflict.

Technically, the extra renaming can be avoided by using renaming parameters in every
feature of a class representing a characteristic, even if itis not appropriate. As such, indirect
inheritance is not an essential construct for composition of ADTs, but it can significantly
increase code reuse while maintaining simple interfaces for the application classes.
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An indirectly inherited feature, however,can still be accessedif the compo-
nent relation has been given a name. The feature can then be invoked as
myObject.inheritanceName.feature. As such, the client resolves the conflict
by using the name of the component relation. Nevertheless, it is still the responsibility
of the programmer to provide a balanced interface for the class with meaningful names.
Using inheritance names to access features should not be thestandard way of using a class.

Figure 16 illustrates this for classPerson. For thechildren component, only the
add, remove, andget methods are inherited directly. Theparents component ad-
ditionally inherits thereplace andisValid methods. The other methods must be
invoked indirectly via the name of the inheritance relation.

Directly inherited features are accessible via either their simple name, or via
the inheritance name and their original name. Both expressions of course invoke
the same method. Super calls in the inheriting class must be performed using
inheritanceName.super.feature. More about super calls is presented in Section
3.4.

The inheriting class must specify which features are inherited directly. This is done in
the configuration block by either including them with adirect declaration, or renaming,
selecting, or merging them. All other features are inherited indirectly.

To facilitate selecting directly inherited features, the features of a class can be put in
groups as in Eiffel, Smalltalk, and C# (using the#region directive). This way, inheriting
classes can directly inherit an entire group of methods withlittle effort. For example, the
basic functionality of a class can be put into a single group while more advanced functional-
ity can be put in other groups. To select which features or groups are inherited directly, the
programmer can usedirect andindirect declarations in the configuration block of
the component relation. They can be used with both feature groups and individual features.
For an individual feature, the final name of that feature – after performing the renaming –
must be used. Features are only inherited directly if they are listed in adirect declara-
tion, and not listed in anindirect declaration. Every component relation automatically
has adirect declaration for the group nameddefault. To avoid ambiguities, group
names are put in the same namespace as method and field names. The mechanism can still
be made more flexible, but that is outside the scope of this paper.

Figure 18 illustrates simple use of indirect inheritance. ClassBankAccount is a sub-
type ofObject, and uses a component relation withBidiAssociation for its bidi-
rectional association with classPerson. BecauseBidiAssociation is also a subtype
of Object, it also has anequals method, which can for example be used to check
whether two ends of associations reference the same set of objects. Since theequals
method inBidiAssociation is not in thedefault group and there are nodirect
or indirect declarations, it is inherited indirectly byBankAccount. It is not present
in the interface of the class, but can still be invoked assomeAccount.owner.equals.

Figure 17 illustrates the use of the selection mechanism. Both thechildren and
parents components inherit theget, add, andremove methods, which are in the
default group. Thechildren component ofPerson excludesreplaceChild
from the direct interface since it is barely useful in that context, and would otherwise
be inherited since it is in thedefault group. Theparents component additionally
includes theisValidParent method, which may contain conditions for the adoption
of a child, in its interface.
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2.5.3 Alternative Approaches.At first sight, using the name of an inheritance relation
to access a feature may seem identical to using manual delegation. For this technique,
there is a reference to an object of the type of the component that can be used to access
the functionality. There are some important disadvantage to this technique, however. First,
you cannot easily provide direct access to the functionality of the component. You need
to do this because e.g. a client wants to query the owner of an account by invoking the
getOwner method, not by invokingowner.getOther, which is more difficult to read
and write. Second, it is impossible to override methods of the component if it is not explic-
itly designed for such use. Last, this technique results in inefficient programs. For every
component of every object, a separate object is needed, increasing the number of memory
lookups.

Automatic delegation as offered by delegation based inheritance mechanisms offer no
alternative either. They fall in the same category as other class based inheritance mecha-
nisms since they put every inherited method in the interfaceof the inheriting class.

First class subtyping relations and reuse variables of Timor cannot be used to achieve
direct and indirect inheritance. Reuse variables only provide methods needed to implement
the types of a class, leaving other methods unavailable to clients. First class subtyping
relations can only resolve naming conflicts by prepending the name to the method. Direct
access using a different name is impossible. In addition, adding a subtype relation, or even
adding a method to an inherited type can break existing clients without warning since the
direct name automatically is removed from the class interface.

2.5.4 Visibility. By default, component relations are public because they aretypically
used for the characteristics of a class. A public client can see their name, type, and con-
figuration. The reason for this default choice is understandability. If a programmer knows
the behavior of classC, he also knows the behavior of a component of typeC. But if the
relation is not visible, must study the contracts of the inherited features again in order to
understand their behavior. If the component relation is used for traditional code inheri-
tance, e.g. to implement aStack using anArray, it should be hidden from the client.
Restricting visibility can be done at different levels: thename, the type, and the individual
features can be given different visibilities. If the type ofthe relation is invisible to a client,
the name is also invisible to that client. If the name of the relation is visible to a client, all
features that are visible to that client can also be invoked if they are inherited indirectly.
This is discussed in Section 2.5.2.

2.6 Object Identity

Since features are bound within the component relation through which they are inher-
ited, thethis reference in the implementation of such features can be seenas a refer-
ence to a subobject. For example, when a method ofBidiAssociation-N-Side is
executed in the context ofPerson, thethis reference can be interpreted as a refer-
ence to the subobject representing theBidiAssociation-N-Side component, e.g.
this.children. As long asthis in BidiAssociation-N-Side is used only as
the target of a method invocation or field access, no problemscan arise because of the
conformance requirements for overriding, which ensure substitutability. But an important
question is what happens whenthis is used as a separate expression, since there is no
subtyping relation between the inheriting class and the inherited class.

If this can be used as a separate expression in a class inherited via acomponent rela-
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tion, it not only can be thought of as a reference to a subobject, it really is a reference to a
subobject. As such, it can be passed as an argument to other objects, and stored in variables
of the type of the inherited class. We will call such referencescomponent referencesfor
the rest of this discussion.

Component references are not an essential language construct for composition of ADTs,
they offer additional possibilities for reusing code. ClassBoundedValue, for example,
has anequals method to check if its value, upper limit, and lower limit areequal to that
of anotherBoundedValue. With component references, it is trivial to check if the bal-
ance component of one account is equal to that of another account usingmyAccount
.balance.equals(yourAccount.balance). Moreover, all operations involv-
ing multiple BoundedValue objects can be reused without any limits. You can use
them withBoundedValue components of different classes or separate objects of class
BoundedValue. Without component references, such code cannot be reused because the
inheriting class is no subtype ofBoundedValue. A drawback of component references
is their impact on object aliasing and non-conformance.

Component references can cause additional problems with object aliasing [41]. This is
illustrated in Figure 19. In the scenario on the left, variable a references a subobject of
the object referenced byb. In the scenario on the right, the variables reference different
subobjects that have a shared state because they were mergedin the component relations. In
both scenarios, side-effects of operations on referencea may be visible through reference
b and vice versa, which can be unexpected. This can also happenwithout component
references, but in that case it is less likely that concepts like bounded values get aliased
because they would typically be implemented over and over again.

The presence of component references also affects the ability to completely remove fea-
tures inherited via a component relation, or to override them in a non-conforming manner
as discussed in Section 2.3. For example, ifBankAccount wants to remove the method
for modifying the lower limit of the balance, it can inherit the method indirectly, and make
the component relationbalance inaccessible to its clients. But if classBoundedValue
has methods that leak thethis reference, the hidden setter method can still be accessed.

Component Classes.If non-conformance or removal of features is allowed in presence
of component references, or if component references are forbidden, it is important to pre-
ventthis from being used as a separate expression in the inherited class. To achieve this,
a class that is explicitly designed as a reusable component can use thecomponentmodi-
fier. Within the body of such a class, it is not allowed to usethis as a separate expression.
As a result, the component cannot leak a reference to itself.Thethis expression, how-
ever, can still be used as a target of method invocations or field accesses. Subtypes of a
component class must also be component classes since it is a promise to the clients. A
possible component modifier indicates that the class itself satisfies the properties of
a component class, but does not promise anything about its subtypes. This modifier is
needed for the top classObject since both component and non-component classes are
subclasses ofObject, and the component classes need the non-leaking guarantee.

In addition, the name of a component relation with a component class cannot be used
as a separate expression if features are removed. Similar tothis in a component class,
it can still be used as the target of method invocations and field accesses if they are still
accessible after taking theexport clauses of the relation into account.

In SmartEiffel, safe non-conformance is achieved by type-checking the implementation
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of a class inherited via aninsert relation. If a classA inserts classB, non-overridden
features ofB are type-checked as if they were written inA. The problem with this approach,
however, is that it is not modular. A change in the implementation of classB can break
classA.

Note that having component classes is not the same as having acompletely separate
concept for components, as with traits. Component classes can still be classified and in-
stantiated.

2.6.1 This. Some characteristics need a reference to the object that uses them as a
component. For example, the bidirectional association classes must pass an object of type
FROM to the other end of the association. But since the class is typically inherited via a
component relation, they cannot usethis to obtain that reference. Thethis expression
has the type of the association class, notFROM.

A first solution is to store a reference to theFROM object. While simple and effective,
this solution requires an additional reference for every association of every object that
simply references the outer object.

A more efficient solution is to use an Eiffel type anchor to introduce afinal method
getThis with typelike Current in classANY, the default but not mandatory super
class. This is shown in Figure 20. The method simply returns areference to the current
object. A component class that needs a reference to the outerobject is not a subtype of
Any, but ofGeneral, the mandatory top-level class. It introduces an abstractgetThis
method with the appropriate type which it uses to get a reference to the outer object. In the
application class, both features are merged. Because duplication is the default behavior for
component relations, an optional modifiershared can make a feature shared by default.
Otherwise,getThis would have to be merged for every component relation that requires
getThis. In theBidiAssociation1 class of Figure 24, this construction is used to
obtain a reference to the object at this side of the association.

A third solution is to use a construction similar to self types in Scala. A class could put a
constraint on the classes that inherit from it using e.g. theconstraintouter T. An inher-
iting class must then either have the same constraint, or be asubtype ofT. The reference
to the object of the class satisfying the constraint can be accessed usingT.this.

Choices For A Language Developer.Below, we present a number of possible choices
for a language developer regarding component references and component classes. We
prefer choice 3 because of its flexibility.

(1) The language has no support for component references. This option prevents the ad-
ditional aliasing issues, and non-conformance as discussed in Section 2.3 is allowed.

(2) The language has component references and no component classes. This option for-
bids non-conformance.

(3) The language has component references and component classes. A class can have
component relations with any class. For a component relation with a non-component
class, non-conformance is not allowed. For a component relation with a component
class, it is allowed.
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3. THE SUBTYPING RELATION

3.1 Syntax

Figure 21 shows the syntax of the subtyping relation. It consists of the keywordsubtype
followed by the name of the super type, including any genericparameters. There can
optionally be a name for the relation, component parameters, and a configuration block.
The name of the relation is discussed in Section 3.4.

3.2 General Semantics

The subtyping relation is tailored forclassification. Because we use the component relation
for code reuse, we can simplify the subtyping relation.

The subtyping relation has the same meaning as in SmartEiffel. The inheriting class
inherits both the implementation and the type of the inherited class.

As with the component relation, inherited features can be renamed. A first use of renam-
ing for classification is providing better names for features inherited from general classes.
For example, thegetParent method in the top-level class of our metamodel can be
renamed togetMethod for the classImplementation. In addition, renaming is re-
quired to solve conflicts and merge similar features when inheriting from independently
developed classes. Without renaming, reusability of such classes is severely decreased. In
addition to method and fields, component relation can also berenamed. Indirectly inherited
features are then accessed using the new inheritance name.

To ensure consistency, component parameters passed to the same class via different
subtyping relations must be identical. This is similar to the rule for generic parameters in
Eiffel and SmartEiffel.

Just as in SmartEiffel and Cecil, duplication of features that are inherited via a subtyping
relation is forbidden because it is confusing for classification, hereby avoiding the diamond
problem for subtyping. For example, it makes perfect sense that aZebra is a special type
of Horse, but being 1.7 times aHorse does not. An object is either a horse, or it is not a
horse. In more technical terms, if duplication is allowed, only one of the duplicated features
can be used on an object of typeHorse. The other feature is actually a new feature that
is introduced inZebra. This should be done via code inheritance, not subtyping. Asa
consequence, features with the same origin that are inherited via subtyping relations must
be given the same name.

For the subtyping relation, we use a rule-of-dominance likein C++ [80]. If one definition
of a feature inherited via subtyping overrides all others, that definition is inherited and
there is no conflict. Since the subtyping relation is nominal, and conformance is enforced,
behavioral subtyping is preserved. For overriding methods, the standard conformance rules
apply. For overriding instance variables, which are properties, the type must be preserved.
Overriding of component relations is discussed in Section 3.3.

Features can be merged by giving them the same name. This is needed to inherit from
independently developed classes that share a concept. To choose a definition, either a new
one can be provided, or an existing definition can be selectedby undefining the others.
The final feature must of course conform to all inherited features. Merging of component
relations is discussed in Section 3.3. Contrary to SmartEiffel, we do not forbid merging
instance variables. Method groups [79] or data groups [51] can be used to prevent sepa-
rating dependent instance variables [70] by e.g. duplicating only one of them. This topic,
however, is not in the scope of this paper.
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For constructors, either the approach of C++ or Eiffel/Smalltalk can be chosen. In C++,
the most specific class must invoke both the constructors of the direct super classes, and
the constructors for every virtually inherited class. In Eiffel and Smalltalk, a constructor is
a regular method without special requirements.

3.3 Overriding and Merging Components

A component relation can be overridden in a subtype if they are not declaredfinal as
illustrated in Figure 22. TheBidiAssociation’ component inB overrides the Only
the subtyping relations represented by the solid arrows andthe component relations rep-
resented by the dotted arrows are in the code, the dashed subtyping relations are implicit.
There are two rules that must be satisfied by the overriding component.

First, standard subtyping conformance is required. The overriding component
(BidiAssociation’) must not only be a subtype of the target class of the component
relation (BidiAssociation), but also of all overridden components (Assocation’).
Because of this subtyping hierarchy of the overriding component, we again use the rule-of-
dominance to minimize the number of methods that must be overridden in the overriding
component (BidiAssociation’).

Second, conformance of the component interface is required. This means that every fea-
ture that is inherited directly in an overridden component relation must be inherited directly
in the overriding component relation. The features of an overridden component are auto-
matically renamed to the corresponding new names defined by the overriding component.
Renaming of features within the type hierarchy of the component is of course taken into
account. This is illustrated in Figure 22. IfgetX is renamed inAssociation’ to x, in
BidiAssociation toy, and inBidiAssociation’ toz, thenx will automatically
be renamed toz in the subtyping relation betweenA andB.

Note that overriding a component relation does not cause anyproblems for super con-
structor calls to that relation. In Figure 22, the constructor call toAssociation remains
valid since memory allocation has already been done, and theoverriding component con-
forms to the overridden component.

Corresponding component parameters of the overriding component do not have to be
equal. For the association classes, such a constraint can seem natural, but it is not always
appropriate. Suppose that we add aGraph component to the elements of our metamodel to
represent the lexical structure of the elements. In subclasses, this component will typically
be overridden with aAssociationGraph component that is linked to the associations
of that class that are part of the lexical structure. In further subclasses, even more associa-
tions can be added to the structure. Nevertheless, classes like the association classes may
wish to impose such constraints in addition to consistency constraints. Such constraints
remain future work.

Component relations can also be merged. As with merging of methods and fields, either
an existing component must be selected, or an overriding component must be defined. The
final component must satisfy both rules mentioned above. As with overriding, the names
are automatically mapped to the corresponding names of the final component.
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Figure 11: High-level dependency resolution.

classBidiAssociation-1-Side<FROM,TO>
(TO→ BidiAssociation<TO,FROM> otherEnd)
subtypeBidiAssociation<FROM,TO> {

private TO other;

public void setX(TO other){
. . .
other@otherEnd.register(getThis());
. . .

}
protectedvoid register(TO other){. . .}
. . .

}

Figure 12: Component parameters.

classBankAccount
componentBidiAssociation-1-Side<BankAccount,Person> owner

(accounts). . .
. . .

classPerson
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,BankAccount> accounts

(owner). . .
. . .

Figure 13: Implementing high-level dependency resolution.
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Figure 14: Uninteresting methods cause conflicts.

Figure 15: Interface bloat.

Figure 16: Indirect Inheritance.
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classBidiAssociation-N-Side<FROM,TO> . . . [X,XS=%X%s]
boolean equals(Object other){. . .}
int hashCode(){. . .}
group default {

Set<TO> get%XS%{. . .}
void add%X%(TO x){. . .}
void remove%X%(TO x){. . .}
void replace%X%(TO x, TO y){. . .}

}
group advanced{

isValid%X%(TO x){. . .}
applyTo%XS%(Command<TO>) {. . .}
...

}
}

classPerson
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,Person> children (parents)

[X=Child,XS=Children,indirect{replaceChild}]
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,Person> parents (children)

[X=Parent,direct{isValidParent}]
. . .

Figure 17: Selecting directly inherited features.

classObject{
boolean equals(Object other);

}

classBankAccount
subtypeObject
componentBidiAssociation<BankAccount,Person>

owner [X=Owner]{
}

Figure 18: Indirect inheritance.

Figure 19: Object aliasing.
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Figure 20: Reaching the outer object viagetThis().

SubtypeClause:
subtype Type Identifier? CompParams? ConfigurationBlock?

Figure 21: Grammar for the subtyping relation.

Figure 22: Overriding components.
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3.4 Reducing Hierarchy Dependencies

In [74], it is argued thatsuper calls in class-based languages with multiple inheritance
increase the dependency of code on the class hierarchy. In such a language, multiple meth-
ods with the same name can be inherited by a class, so in order to disambiguate super calls
to such methods, they must be qualified with the name of the direct super class containing
the method that must be invoked. Examples of languages usingthis approach are C++,
Cecil, Trellis/OWL, Eiffel, and SmartEiffel. This problemdoes not occur with inheritance
mechanisms that linearize the class hierarchy, or in the prototype-based language Self [19],
where super calls can be directed to a named parent slot.

These additional dependencies can be removed by also givinga name to a subtyping
relation. The name of a subtyping relation is private since only the inheriting class can in-
voke super calls. If a subtype relation has a name, it is possible to qualify a super call using
the name of that inheritance relation instead of the name of the super class. Consequently,
the call remains valid if the actual super class for that relation is changed, as long as an
appropriate method is available in the new super class. Thisis similar to directed resends
in Self. For our inheritance mechanism, a super call is either unqualified, or qualified by
the name of an inheritance relation.

Technically, reuse variables in the class-based language Timor also reduce this depen-
dency, but in their paper [44], the authors do not present this insight.

4. EXAMPLE

In this section, we show how the application of Figure 1 is implemented using our inher-
itance mechanism. Although the example is extreme in the sense that the program does
not contain much application specific behavior, it illustrates what can be achieved with the
component relation. Section 5 presents a realistic case study.

Figure 23 shows the Java implementation ofBankAccount. It has characteristics for
the balance, the owner, and the number of an account.Theunregister is needed in order
to be able to connect to anN association end. Note that inlining the auxiliaryregister
method does not make the code shorter, and additionally requires acontains method to
prevent an infinite loop of setter calls.

Figures 24 and 25 show basic versions of two association classes, which are in a li-
brary. Advanced functionality like validation, sending ofevents, . . . is not shown for rea-
sons of space. Such additional methods do not impact the sizeof the application classes
since they are not in thedefault group. ClassBidiAssociation-1-Side uses a
UniAssociation for the reference to the other end, and the corresponding getter and
setter methods. The setter method is overridden in order to keep the association in a con-
sistent state. The invocations of theregisterX andunregisterX methods on the
component parameters do not contain %X% because they may have been renamed using
a different value for the renaming parameter, hence the default value of the parameter is
used. Note that theunregisterXmethod takes the object to be unregistered as an argu-
ment. This signature is inherited from the super classBidiAssociation, and must be
general enough to allow different multiplicities.

Figure 26 shows theentireimplementation of Figure 1. The implementation can be done
almost completely by configuring existing components. Onlythe constructors are actually
implemented. This is a very important result, because it means that the implementation
can be made by simply drawing a class diagram, and filling in some parameters.
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classBankAccount{
public BankAccount(int number){

this.creditLimit = -1000;
this.upperLimit = 1000000;
this.accountNumber = number;

}
private Person owner;
public Person getOwner(){

return owner;
}
public void setOwner(Person owner){

if (this.owner != owner){
registerOwner(owner);
if (owner != null)

owner.registerAccount(this);
}

}
protected void registerOwner(Person owner){

if (this.owner != null)
this.owner.unregisterAccount();

this.owner = owner;
}
protected void unregisterOwner(){

owner = null;
}

private long balance;
private long upperLimit;
private long creditLimit;

public long getBalance(){
return balance;

}
public void deposit(long amount){

if ((amount> 0) &&
(balance<= Long.MAX VALUE - amount) &&
(balance + amount<= upperLimit))

balance += amount;
}
public void withdraw(long amount){

if ((amount> 0) &&
(balance>= Long.MIN VALUE + amount) &&
(balance - amount>= creditLimit))

balance -= amount;
}
public long getUpperLimit(){

return upperLimit;
}
public long getCreditLimit(){

return creditLimit;
}
private final int accountNumber;
public int getAccountNumber(){

return accountNumber;
}

}

Figure 23: The Java version ofBankAccount.
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component classBidiAssociation-1-Side<FROM,TO> [X,XS=%X%s]
(TO→ BidiAssociation<TO,FROM> otherEnd)

subtypeBidiAssociation<FROM,TO> [X=%X%]
componentUniAssociation<TO> [X=%X%, override set%X%]

{
group default {

public abstract sharedFROM getThis();
public void set%X%(TO other){

if (this.other%X% != other){
register%X%(other);
if (other != null)

other@otherEnd.registerX(FROM.this);
}

}
}
protectedvoid register%X%(TO other){

if (this.other%X% != null)
this.other%X%@otherEnd.unregisterX(FROM.this);

this.other%X% = other;
}
protectedvoid unregister%X%(TO other){

this.other%X% = null;
}
. . .

}

Figure 24: Library class BidiAssociation-1-Side.

On top of that, the high-level concepts of the diagram cannotget lost because they are
directly present in the code. In current CASE tools, such concepts are lost because they are
translated into low-level code, leading to synchronization problems. The library classes
for the characteristics are component classes, so we can completely remove methods. For
classBankAccount, the setter methods for the balance, the credit limit, the upper limit,
and the account number are removed. The constructors of component relations are invoked
using asuper call qualified by the inheritance name for reasons of clarity.

The entire implementation of Figure 1 using high-level elements is not only (a bit)
shorter than the traditional implementation of the single classBankAccount, but it is
also significantly less complex. The component version onlydoes a bit of trivial work like
renaming and excluding methods. The Java version, however,must itself ensure consis-
tency of the bidirectional associations, and protect against overflow and underflow in the
withdraw anddeposit methods. While this code may seem simple, we must note
that even Meyer’s implementation of bi-linkable elements on page 597 of [58] is wrong.
The old back-pointer is not set toVoid when a bi-linkable element is attached to a new
element. This cannot be fixed in theput leftmethod that he leaves as an exercise to the
reader, since the reference to the inconsistent object is lost. This bug can be hard to find in
a real program.

In languages without repeated inheritance, such results cannot be achieved because
a class often has more than one characteristic of a certain kind. This is the case for
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component classUniAssociation<TO> [X]
subtypeAssociation<TO> [X=%X%]

{
protectedTO other%X%;
group default {

public TO get%X%(){
return other%X%;

}
public void set%X%(TO other){

this.other%X% = other;
}

}
. . .

}

Figure 25: Library class UniAssociation.

BankAccount. BothUniAssociation andBidiAssociation1 are subtypes of
Association. In SmartEiffel, the components can be reused, but there areso many
methods to be renamed for clarity and conflict resolution that most of the reduction in code
size is lost. Nevertheless, the result would still be far less complex than the Java code since
renaming is much simpler. More about the effects of renamingis discussed in Section 5.

5. CASE STUDY

We compared our inheritance mechanism with manual delegation, and the inheritance
mechanisms of Java, SmartEiffel, and a version of traits with repeated inheritance [66], by
comparing their impact on the size of an application. We usedJnome[87], our metamodel
for Java, andChameleon[87], our framework for metamodels of programming languages.
Together they contain 9763 lines of Java code. The details can be found in the technical
report [90].

We modified the Java programs using our inheritance mechanism3, and then calculated
the size for the other techniques based on the overhead of renaming, dependency resolution,
encapsulation of state, and manual delegation for each technique.

To study the impact of the size and the nature of extensions ofthe components, we
repeated the experiment for two simulated code bases. In thefirst one, all associations
send events when they are modified. This extension is application independent because
managing the listeners and invokingnotify is always the same. In the second one,
the associations also check the validity of the elements. For this extension, the validity
condition is application specific and must be overridden, while other supporting code can
be reused.

We do not take specifications into account in the study. We assume that the average
specification of the removed methods and variables equal theaverages for the entire pro-
gram. Consequently, the relative gain will not differ when taking the specifications into
account.

3We must note that the resulting code does not currently compile because our compiler is not yet complete.
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classBankAccount
componentBoundedValue<long> balance

[X=Balance,LOW=CreditLimit,
HI=UpperLimit,increaseBalance=deposit,
decreaseBalance=withdraw,
export private {setUpperLimit,setLowerLimit,setBalance}]

componentBidiAssociation1<BankAccount,Person> owner
(accounts) [X=Owner]

componentUniAssociation<int> accountNumber
[X=AccountNumber,
export private {setAccountNumber}]

{
public BankAccount(int accountID){

balance.super(0,-1000,1000000);
accountNumber.super(accountID);

}
}

classCheckingAccount
subtypeBankAccount
componentBidiAssociation-1-Side<CheckingAccount,BankCard>

bankCard (account) [X=BankCard]
{

public BankAccount(int number){
super(number);

}
}

classPerson
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,BankAccount>

accounts (owner) [X=Accounts]
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,Person>

parents (children) [X=Parents]
componentBidiAssociation-N-Side<Person,Person>

children (parents) [X=Children]
componentUniAssociation<String> [X=Name]
componentGraph<Person> family (parents,children)

{
public Person(String name, Person mother, Person father){

setName(name);
addParent(mother);
addParent(father);

}
}

classBankCard
componentBidiAssociation1<BankCard,CheckingAccount>

account (bankCard) [X=Account]
componentUniAssociation<int> [X=PinCode]

{}

Figure 26: Implementation of Figure 1.
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Standard Code Base Java Components SmartEiffel Traits Delegation
1. Size (LOC) 9763 7672 9326 10521 8712
2. Reduction (LOC) N/A 2091 437 -758 1051
3. Reduction (%) N/A 21.42% 4.48% -7.76% 10.77%
4. Added Cost Java (%) N/A 27.25% 4.69% -7.20% 12.06%
5. Share of Characteristics N/A 87.57% 40.50% 100.00% 100.00%
6. Share of Multiple Inheritance N/A 12.43% 59.50% 0.00% 0.00%

Figure 27: Results for the standard code base.

Events Code Base Java Components SmartEiffel Traits Delegation
1. Size (LOC) 11683 7672 9966 12121 9672
2. Reduction (LOC) N/A 4011 1717 -438 2011
3. Reduction (%) N/A 34.33% 14.70% -3.75% 17.21%
4. Added Cost Java (%) N/A 52.28% 17.23% -3.61% 20.79%
5. Share of Characteristics N/A 93.52% 84.86% 100.00% 100.00%
6. Share of Multiple Inheritance N/A 6.48% 15.14% 0.00% 0.00%

Figure 28: Results for the events code base.

Validation Code Base Java Components SmartEiffel Traits Delegation
1. Size (LOC) 12406 7992 10877 13032 10520
2. Reduction (LOC) N/A 4414 1529 -626 1886
3. Reduction (%) N/A 35.58% 12.32% -5.05% 15.20%
4. Added Cost Java (%) N/A 55.23% 14.06% -4.80% 17.93%
5. Share of Characteristics N/A 94.11% 83.00% 100.00% 100.00%
6. Share of Multiple Inheritance N/A 5.89% 17.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Figure 29: Results for the events and validation code base.

Counting LOC

We count the LOC using the sloccount utility of David Wheeler. Because import statements
and lines containing only braces are automatically generated by modern programming en-
vironments like Eclipse [38], we ignore them in the line count. They do not represent work
done by a programmer. We subtracted such lines from the results of thesloccountutility
because it includes such lines.

Note that this is in our own disadvantage for the first result because the methods that will
be removed are very short. As a result, such lines make up a significant part of the LOC
that are removed using the sloccount numbers.
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Figure 30: Code size.
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Figure 31: Reduction.

We also chose to ignore import statements because they are all automatically generated
by the IDE when performing autocompletion. Selecting the appropriate type from a drop-
down box – if required at all – will not take more effort than writing the type name. There
are about 1900 import statements in the code base, which would make up almost 20% of
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the original code base.

Lies, Terrible Lies, and Statistics

For all our result we give two numbers. The percentage of decrease of the original code
base, and the percentage of increase that is required to makethe new code base as big as the
original one. While both numbers are valid conclusions, thefirst precentage will always
be smaller than the second one. For percentages up to 10%, thedifference is small, but for
20% and above, the difference is significant.

The Original Code Base

In the original code base, we used manual forwarding to implement bidirectional associa-
tions. For a 1-side of an association, that means forwardingcall toget andset, 2 LOC
each, and 1 LOC for the instance variable for the object managing the association, giving
a total of 5 LOC for each 1-side. For an n-side, we need to forward get, add, remove,
andreplace. Note that thereplace method cannot be substituted by calls toadd
andremove because this would not respect the order of elements in source files, which is
not acceptable for statements and still annoying for methods, variables, and inner classes.
Actually, the code would need additional checks for anull reference, but we will ignore
them since they are not present for every association and sincereplace is also missing
most of the time. Taking that into account, we conclude that on average an n-side uses 9
LOC. The code base uses 84 1-sides, and 25 n-sides, which means that the associations
make up 645 LOC.

The Standard Code Base

If we had used standard techniques for implementing the bidirectional associations, our
code base would have been larger. For the unidirectional associations we already used the
standard technique.

The general implementation for a 1-side of a bidirectional association contains 14 LOC
as shown in Figure 32. For an n-side, that is 21 LOC as shown in Figure 33. The
register methods are required for modifying the other end of an association.

If we would use this technique for associations, the associations would take up 1991
LOC, which is 1046 LOC more than in the small code base. The results are displayed in
Figure 27.

The Events Code Base

We are currently building and Eclipse editor for Chameleon that operates independent of
the actual object-oriented programming language of the source file. For this, it is essential
that the user interface elements such as the text file and the outline remain synchronized
with the underlying metamodel instance. A common techniquefor achieving this is using
the Observer pattern [34]. Every time an object of the model is modified, it notifies the
listeners to trigger updates of the user interface. If we usecomponent to model all associ-
ation, unidirectional and bidirectional, we can get this functionality for free by using the
appropriate components. If we add this functionality to thestandard model, that would
require 1 LOC for the collection of listeners, 3 LOC foraddXListener, 3 LOC for
removeXListener (both including a call to the method for lazy creation of the collec-
tion), 3 LOC for lazy creation of the collection of listeners, and at least 2 LOC for notifying
the listeners using an iteration, giving a total of 12 extra LOC per association.
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private T other;

public T getX(){
return other;

}

public void setX(T other){
if (this.other != other){

register(other);
if (other != null){

other.register(this);
}
}

}

void register(T other){
if (this.other != null){

this.other.unregister();
}
this.other = other;

}

void unregister(){
other = null;

}

Figure 32: Standard implementation of a 1-side.

For a total of 160 associations, this results in an additional 1920 LOC.

SmartEiffel

For SmartEiffel, the methods of the associations must be renamed to resolve the conflicts,
and abstract methods must be renamed and implemented for resolving dependencies. For
a 1-side, this results in an additional 14 LOC (5 renaming + 3 dependencies). For an n-side
this is 16 LOC (7 renaming + 3 dependencies).

If events are added, this costs an additional 4 renaming per characteristic.

Discussion

Figure 30 shows the code size for the different techniques and code bases. Figure 31
shows the reduction in size compared to Java. Almost all of the reduction is obtained in
the domain model, which takes up 70% of the software. The other 30% consists of input
and output algorithms.

First of all, we must note that the reduction in code size isnot the same as the reduction
in complexity. Renaming clauses and manual delegation are much simpler than the reused
methods.

Both figures clearly show that our inheritance mechanism results in a much bigger reduc-
tion than other approaches. The difference is caused by the additional overhead mentioned
above. Manual delegation and code inheritance in SmartEiffel reduce the size much less
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private SomeOrderedSet¡T¿ others;

public SomeOrderedSet¡T¿ getX(){
return new SomeCollection¡T¿(other);

}

public void addX(T other){
if (other != null){

other.register(this);
}
register(other);

}

public void removeX(T other){
if (other != null){

other.unregister(this);
}
unregister(other);

}

public void replace(T original, T replacement){
int index = others.indexOf(original);
if((index != -1) && (original != replacement)){

others.set(index, replacement);
replacement.register(this);
original.unregister(this);
}

}

void register(T other){
others.add(other);

}

void unregister(T other){
others.remove(other);

}

Figure 33: Standard implementation of a 1-side.

than our mechanism, but are still a big improvement over the Java version. Using traits,
however, the code size even increases. The additional getter and setter methods – traits
cannot contain state – cause so much additional overhead that the application becomes
bigger than the original Java application.

An important result is the impact of adding functionality that is not overridden in the
application. Adding support for sending events requiresno modificationof the version
using our inheritance mechanism. The renaming parameters,component parameters, and
indirect inheritance avoid the need for additional code if all methods and variables added to
thedefault group contain existing renaming parameters. With all othertechniques, code
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P ::= L e
L ::= class C (α) ST SC {F K M}
α ::= T→ C
δ ::= α | i
ST ::= subtype C (δ) [n = o]

SC ::= component C (δ) i [n = o]
M ::= C m(C x){return e;}
e ::= x | i | e.f | e.i | e@α| e.m(e) | new C(e) | (C)e

Figure 34: Syntax.

must be added to the applications for renaming clauses, manual delegations, dependency
methods, or state encapsulation. The more functionality offered by the component, the
more modifications are required by other techniques. This isa very important practical
result. A first consequence is that the developer of a component can now add functionality
without breaking any client code. A second consequence is that he can now provide lots of
functionality without putting a huge burden on his clients.

Another important result shows up if validation is added to the associations, and specific
validation rules are implemented in the applications. The version using our inheritance
mechanism is the only one in which less code must be added thanin the Java version, as
shown by the gradients in the right part of Figure 30. This means that it is still beneficial
to reuse small components, or small parts of bigger components, using our inheritance
mechanism. Using the other techniques, the additional overhead makes reuse unattractive
in these scenarios.

6. FORMAL MODEL

In this section, we present a part of our formal model. More details can be found in the
technical report [90]. Our model is based both on ClassicJava [33] and Featherweight Java
[42]. Because our inheritance mechanism supports renaming, the static type of the target is
required to determine the invoked method or accessed field. We use the type elaboration of
ClassicJava to incorporate that information in the program. The rest of the model is based
on Featherweight Java because of its simplicity.

To model the essence of our inheritance mechanism, we added multiple inheritance,
separation of subtyping and code inheritance, named inheritance relations, component pa-
rameters, component references, indirect inheritance, and simple renaming to the Feather-
weight Java model. Other elements have been omitted to keep the model simple. In case
of a conflict, the conflicting elements must be overridden by anew definition. Because
we do not model component classes, non-conformance and feature hiding are not allowed.
We assume that all component relations have been given a name, and that classes with
component parameters are abstract.

6.1 Syntax

The syntax of the language is shown in Figure 34. The differences with Featherweight
Java are the component parametersα, the two inheritance relations, and the expressions
e.i for component references ande@α for invocations on component parameters. The
subtyping relation cannot have a name. Variableδ ranges over both component parameters
and inheritance names.
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C <: C

C <: D D <: E
C <: E

class C . . .subtypeD . . .{. . .}

C <: D

Figure 35: Subtyping

C < C

C <: D
C < D

C < D D < E
C < E

class C . . .componentD . . .{. . .}

C < D

Figure 36: Subclassing

6.2 Type Elaboration

Because methods can be renamed, we must perform type elaboration, as done in [33] for
static methods. They combine the elaboration rules and the well-formedness rules. The
elaboration rules for our model are almost the same as those for ClassicJava. The only
difference is that we also elaborate the static type of the target of a method invocation
while in ClassicJava this is done only for instance variables. We do not repeat them here.
The only effect is the insertion of the static type of the target of a method invocation or
instance variable access.

e.m(args)⇒ e:Γ(e).m(args)

e.f⇒ e:Γ(e).f

The typing of the non-elaborated program is almost identical to that of the elaborated
program except that the actual type are used instead of the static types in rulesT − field,
T − Comp, T − Comp− Param, andT − invk.

The well-formedness rules are written separate from the elaboration.

6.3 Subtyping and Subclassing

The subtyping rules and subclassing are shown in Figures 35 and 36. The subtyping rules
come straight from Featherweight Java[42]. The subclassing rules are similar. Note that
the second judgment declares that the subtyping relation implies the subclassing relation.
The subtyping relation is represented by the<: relation, the subclassing relation by the<
relation.

6.4 Class Well-formedness

Figure 37 shows the class well-formedness rules. RulesV-No-ST-LoopsandV-No-CO-
Loopsensure that no cycles are present in the inheritance relations. Note thatV-No-CO-
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E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀subtype T<δ> [n=p] ∈ ST : ¬T <: C
(V-No-ST-Loops)

E NO-ST-LOOPS OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀component T<δ> i [n=p] ∈ ST : ¬T <: C

∀component T<δ> i [n=p] ∈ ST : ¬T < C
(V-No-CO-Loops)

E NO-CO-LOOPS OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀ T, ∀ STa,STb ∈ ST :
STa <: T ∧ STb <: T⇒ params(STa, T) = params(STb,T)

(V-Component-Params)
E COMPONENT-PARAM OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀X, Y∈ componentNames(C) ∪ fields(C) ∪methods(C) :
X 6= Y⇒ name(X) 6= name(Y)

(T-Namespace)
E NAMESPACE OK

componentNames(C) = {i|component(i, C) = X CO}

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀class T(γ) . . . :

STi = subtype T(δ) . . . ⇒ δ ≤ γ

∀STi = component T(δ) . . . : δ ≤ γ
(T-Inherited-Classes)

E COMP PARAMS OK

α = T→ C δ = i component(i, T) = S→ D D <: C T <: S

δ ≤ α

α = T→ C δ = S→ D D <: C T <: S

δ ≤ α

Figure 37: Class Well-formedness.

Loopshas an extra judgements to forbid cyles mixing both kinds of relations. Rule(V-
Component-Params)ensures that if component parameterse are passed to the sametype
via different inheritance paths, the values are the same in both cases. This is similar to the
rule for generic parameters in Eiffel and SmartEiffel. RuleT-Namespaceput all named
elements of a class in the same namespace and demands that allnames are unique within a
class. Rule(T-Inherited-Classes)demands that the types and component parameters of all
inheritance relations are valid.

These rules must be conjugated together with the rules for fields and methods, which are
discussed further on.

6.5 Components

Figure 38 shows the lookup rules for components.
Figure 40 shows the rules for overriding components. Figure41 shows the relations

between components.
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E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M} component T <β> [n=p] i ∈ SC

component(i, C) = C component T <β> [n=p] i

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

subtype T [n=p] s ∈ ST

component T <β> [n=p] i 6∈ SC

component([n/p]i,T) = X component Y [u=v] x

component(i,C) = X component Y [u=v] x

component(i, subtype T < n = p > [. . .]j) = component([p/n]i,T)

Figure 38: Lookup of components.

params(class T < α > ST,T, δ) = α

params(class T < α > ST,S, δ) = params([δ/α]ST,S)

Tj <: S E = class Tj < α > ST SC{F K M}

params(subtype T < δ > [n=p],S) = params(E,S, σ(δ, α))

α = T→ C δ = i
σ(δ, α) = T.i

α = T→ C δ = S→ D

σ(δ, α) = δ

Figure 39: Component parameters.

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

SCj = component c S<γ> [m=n]

STi = subtype T<δ> [o=p]

component([p/o]c, T) = U component V<ε> x [o=r]

C SCj overrides U component V<ε> x [q=r]

C F overrides D G D G overrides E H
C F overrides E H

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M} SCi = component S<γ> [o=q] s

∀X, SCT =component T<δ> [n=p] t :
C SCi overrides X SCT ⇒ S <: T

C Si OVERRIDE OK

Figure 40: Component overriding.

∃ E O : (C M overrides E O) ∧ (D N overrides E O)

C M related to D N

C M overrides D N
C M related to D N

Figure 41: Component relations.
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E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

C SC OVERRIDE OK (T-Comp-Override)
E COMPONENT OVERRIDE OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀n :|{i|component(n, STi) = ...}| > 1 ⇒
∃j : SCj = componentT<. . .> [...] n

(T-Comp-Select)
E COMPONENT SELECT OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀i, j,n1, n2 :
component(n1,STi) related to component(n2,STj) ⇒ n1 = n2

(T-No-Comp-Duplication)
E NO COMPONENT DUPLICATION OK

Figure 42: Component well-formedness.

6.5.1 Component Well-formedness.Figure 42 shows the well-formedness rules for
component relations.
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6.6 Fields

6.6.1 Field Lookup.A field is represented asP F, whereF is the definition of the field,
andP is its enclosing class. This is needed to determine the origin of a field. Indirect inher-
itance is modeled by giving indirectly inherited fields the nameinheritanceName.f.

Figure 43 shows the definition of thefields function. Rules 1 and 2 are trivial. Rules
3 and 4 determine which fieldsare inherited by the subtyping and component relations
respectively. The difference between both functions is that inhst incorporates the rule-of-
dominance. It ignores definitions that are overidden by a definition inherited via another
subtyping relation. In addition, if the same definition is inherited more than once via sub-
typing with different names, the type rules demand that all versions are given the same
name. This makes them syntactically equal, after which the set definition merges them.
This is not the case for the component relation, where duplication is the default policy.
Rules 5 and 6 determine which fieldscan beinherited via a specific subtyping or compo-
nent relation. They take the fields of the inherited class, and apply the renamingτst and
τco. These functions are defined in rules 7-10 and 11-12 respectively. Theτst function is
divided in four parts. In rules 8 and 9, no renaming is done. Rule 7 deals with the renaming
of an individual field, while rule 10 deals with renaming as a consequence of renaming a
component relation. Note that the latter rules change the parent class of the method to the
inheriting class. Rules 11 and 12 do the same for the component relation , but they also
change thethis reference bythis.inheritanceName.

Figure 44 shows thefield function, which is used to find a field, given its name and
the static (T) and actual (C) types of the target. Rule 13 covers the case where the name
of the requested field is infields(T ). Rule 14 covers method that are inherited directly,
but are accessed indirectly. They are not present directly in fields(T ), but there is a
trail of overrides and same as relations between the requested method and a method
in fields(T ). Renaming of component relations is taken into account by looking up the
actual relation, which may have a different name thanhead.

Theoverrides relation is shown in Figure 46. Rule 15 describes the standard overriding
relation for subtyping. Rule 16 for the component relation is similar, but it inserts the name
of the component relation before the name of the overridden field to disinguish it from other
inheritance instances of the same field. In addition, it introduces indirectly inherited fields
in the inheriting class. If the field is inherited directly, the indirect version can still be used,
and is dynamically bound because of theoverrides relation. Rule 17 makes theoverrides
relation transitive, and rule 18 takes thesame as relation into account. Conformance of
fields is enforced by rule 19, and rule 20 determines if a field is overridden in a class.

Thesame as relation is shown in Figure 47. Rules 21 and 24 state that thesame as
relation is reflexive and transitive. Rules 22 and 23 state that a renamed feild is the same
as the field with the previous name. As for overriding, the name of the component relation
is added for fields renamed in a component relation.

Figure 45 shows the field type lookup.

6.6.2 Field Well-formedness.Figure 48 shows the field well-formedness rules.
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E =class C < α > ST SC {F K M}
(1)

fields(C) = fields(E)

E =class C < α > ST SC {F K M}
(2)

fields(E) = C F ∪ inhf,st(E) ∪ inhf,co(E)

inhf,st(E = class C <α>ST SC{F K M}) =
{U G|¬G overridden in E ∧ U G ∈ fields(ST,C)∧ (3)
6 ∃ V O ∈ fields(ST,C) : V O 6= U G ∧ V O overrides U G}

inhf,co(E = class C <α>ST SC{F K M}) =
{U G|¬G overridden in E ∧ U G ∈ fields(SC, C)} (4)

fields(T) = C F
(5)

fields(subtype T<δ> [n=p],D) = τst(n = p, D, C F)

fields(T) = C F
(6)

fields(component T<δ> i [n=p], D) = τco(i,n = p, D, C F)

f ∈ n
(7)

τst(n = p,T,C D f) = T D [p/n]f

f 6∈ n . 6∈ f
(8)

τst(n = p, T,C D f) = C D f

f 6∈ n f = head.tail . 6∈ head head 6∈ n
(9)

τst(n = p, T,C D f) = C D f

f 6∈ n f = head.tail . 6∈ head head ∈ n
(10)

τst(n = p,T,C D f) = T D ([p/n]head).tail

f ∈ n
(11)

τco(i, n = p,T,C D f) = T D [p/n]f

f 6∈ n
(12)

τco(i,n = p,T,C D f) = T D i.f

Figure 43: Fields of a class.

fields(T) = W U g name = gi

V F ∈ fields(C)

V F overrides Wi Ui gi ∨ V F same as Wi Ui gi (13)
field(name,T,C) = F

name = head.tail

. 6∈ head

component(head, C) = X component Y<δ> i [n=p]

U T tail ∈ fields(Y)

V F ∈ fields(C)

V F overrides X T i.tail ∨ V F same as X T i.tail (14)
field(name,T, C) = F

Figure 44: Field lookup.
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field(f,T,C) = U D g

ftype(f,T,C) = D

Figure 45: Field type lookup.

STk = subtype T<δ> [o=p]

E = class C <α>ST SC{F K M}

τst(δ,o=p, β, C,D A g) = C A fj

class T<β> ...

D A g ∈ fields(T)
(15)

C Fj overrides D A g

STk = component T<δ> i [o=p]

E = class C <α>ST SC{F K M}

τco(T, δ,i,o=p, β, C,D A g) = C A fj

class T<β> ...

D A g ∈ fields(T)
(16)

C Fj overrides D A i.g

C F overrides D G ∨ C F same as D G
D G overrides E H (17)
C F overrides E H

C F overrides D G D G same as E H (18)
C F overrides E H

B = T f

∀ C D=C U g : A B overrides C D⇒ T = U
(19)

A B OVERRIDE OK

E = class C <i>ST SC{F K M} g ∈ F
(20)

D g overridden in E

Figure 46: Field overriding.

(21)
C F same as C F

E = class C <i>ST SC{F K M}

STi = subtype T [o=p] i

τst([o=p],C, i, D G) = C A h

D A g ∈ fields(T)

¬h overridden in E
(22)

C A h same as D A g

E = class C <i>ST SC{F K M}

STi = component T [o=p] i

τco([o=p],i,C, D G) = C A h

D A g ∈ fields(T)

¬h overridden in E
(23)

C A h same as D A i.g

C F same as D G D G same as E H (24)
C F same as E H

Figure 47: Field equivalence.
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E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀ D N, E O ∈ fields(ST,C) : D N related to E O ⇒ n = o
(F-No-Subtyping-Duplication)

E NO FIELD SUBTYPING DUPLICATION

E=class C < i > ST SC {F K M}

∀ o :

„

|{N=P D g|g=o ∧ U N ∈ (inhf,st(E))}| > 1
⇒ ∃ B o ∈ F

«

(F-Select)
class C < i > ST SC {F K M} F-SELECT OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

SCi = component S < γ > j [y=z]

∀ X, CO = component T < β > [q=r] i : C SCi overrides X CO⇒
∀ U N ∈ fields(ST, C),V O ∈ fields(T) :

U N related to X ...i.o(...) {...} ⇒
∀ C P∈ fields(SCi,C) :

C P related to B=W ...j.s(...) {...} ∧ field(o,T,S) = B⇒
n=p

(F-Component-Override-Renaming)

E COMPONENT FIELD OVERRIDE RENAME OK

E = class C < α > ST SC {F K M}

C F OVERRIDE OK (F-Override)
class C < i > ST SC {F K M} FIELD OVERRIDE OK

Figure 48: Field well-formedness.
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6.7 Methods

6.7.1 Method Lookup.A method is represented asP M, whereM is the definition
of the method, andP is its enclosing class. This is needed to determine the origin of a
method. Indirect inheritance is modeled by giving indirectly inherited methods the name
inheritanceName.m.

Figure 49 shows the definition of themethods function. Rules 25 and 26 are trivial.
Rules 27 and 28 determine which methodsare inherited by the subtyping and component
relations respectively. The difference between both functions is thatinhst incorporates the
rule-of-dominance. It ignores definitions that are overidden by a definition inherited via
another subtyping relation. In addition, if the same definition is inherited more than once
via subtyping with different names, the type rules demand that all versions are given the
same name. This makes them syntactically equal, after whichthe set definition merges
them. This is not the case for the component relation, where duplication is the default pol-
icy. Rules 29 and 30 determine which methodscan beinherited via a specific subtyping
or component relation. They take the methods of the inherited class, and apply the renam-
ing, and substitution of component parameters by usingτst andτco. These functions are
defined in rules 31-34 and 35-36 respectively. Theτst function is divided in four parts. In
rules 32 and 33, no renaming is done. Rule 31 deals with the renaming of an individual
method, while rule 34 deals with renaming as a consequence ofrenaming a component
relation. Note that the latter rules change the parent classof the method to the inheriting
class. Rules 35 and 36 do the same for the component relation ,but they also change the
this reference bythis.inheritanceName. Finally, theτ function in rules 37 and
38, substitutes the component parameters. If the replacement is a component parameter,
the@ symbol must be kept. If the value is the name of an actual component relation, it is
replaced by a dot.

Figure 50 shows themethod function, which is used to find a method, given its name
and the static (T) and actual (C) types of the target. Rule 39 covers the case where the
name of the requested method is inmethods(T ). Rule 40 covers method that are inherited
directly, but are accessed indirectly. They are not presentdirectly inmethods(T ), but there
is a trail ofoverrides andsame as relations between the requested method and a method
in methods(T ). Renaming of component relations is taken into account by looking up the
actual relation, which may have a different name thanhead.

Theoverrides relation is shown in Figure 53. Rule 41 describes the standard overriding
relation for subtyping. Rule 43 for the component relation is similar, but it inserts the
name of the component relation before the name of the overridden method to disinguish it
from other inheritance instances of the same method. In addition, it introduces indirectly
inherited methods in the inheriting class. If the method is inherited directly, the indirect
version can still be used, and is dynamically bound because of the overrides relation.
Rule 42 makes theoverrides relation transitive, and rule 44 takes thesame as relation
into account. Conformance of methods is enforced by rule 45,and rule 46 determines if a
method is overridden in a class.

Thesame as relation is shown in Figure 54. Rules 47 and 48 state that thesame as
relation is reflexive and transitive. Rules 49 and 50 state that a renamed method is the
same as the method with the previous name. As for overriding,the name of the component
relation is added for methods renamed in a component relation.

Figure 51 shows the method type lookup, and Figure 52 shows the method body lookup.
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Both rules are trivial.

6.7.2 Method Well-formedness.

6.8 Auxiliary functions

6.8.1 Abstract. Since we the formal model demands that inheritance parameters are
filled in by a subclass, we make classes with inheritance parameters abstract.

6.9 Expression Typing

Because fields, methods, and inheritance relations can be renamed, we need to perform
type elaboration as done in [33].

Because there is no type fora.b if b is an inheritance relation, there can be no ambiguity
for expr.f in case of e.g.a.b.c.d.e. If b andc are variables, the only valid match is
expr=a.b.c andf=d.e.

Note that there are no reduction rules forT − Comp− Field andT − Comp − Invk
because they cannot occur in a running program. Types with inheritance parameters are
abstract, and all parameters must be filled in by subclasses.

Because the formal model allows references to subcomponents, we must add a condition
to T − Field andT − ink to ensure that only a single rule can be applicable at a time.
Otherwise, there would be two possibilities fore.i.f ande.i.m(), being either(e.i).f and
(e.i).m() or (e).i.f and(e).i.m(). The same goes fore@i.f ande@i.m().

6.10 Reduction Rules

Note that the∆ environment is not needed because it is only required for thecompile-time
type-check. Also note that there is no rule fore@i because the parameter will be substituted
during method selection by the actual component name. This is proven in Lemma 6.9.

Also note that there is not even a rule fore.i if i is an inheritance relation. The expression
will remain unchanged until it is the target of a method invocation or field access. In both
case only one rule applies:(e).i.f and(e).i.m().
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E =class C(α) ST SC {F K M}
(25)

methods(C) = methods(E)

E = class C(α) ST SC {F K M}
(26)

methods(E) = C F ∪ inhst(E) ∪ inhco(E)

inhst(E = class C(α)ST SC{F K M}) =
{U N|¬N overridden in E ∧ U N ∈ methods(ST, C)∧ (27)

6 ∃ V O ∈ methods(ST,C) : V O 6= U N ∧ V O overrides U N}

inhco(E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}) =
{U N|¬N overridden in E ∧

U N ∈ methods(SC,C)}
(28)

class T(α) ... methods(T) = P M
(29)

methods(subtype T(δ) [n=o],C) = τst(δ,n = o, α,C,P M)

class T(α) ... methods(T) = P M
(30)

methods(component T(δ) i [n=o],C) = τco(T, δ,i,n = o, α,C,P M)

m ∈ n (31)
τst(δ,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

C B [o/n]m(B x) {return τ (δ, α,e);}

m 6∈ n . 6∈ m
(32)

τst(δ,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

P B m(B x) {return τ (δ, α, e);}

m 6∈ n m = head.tail . 6∈ head head 6∈ n
(33)

τst(δ,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

P B m(B x) {return τ (δ, α,e);}

m 6∈ n m = head.tail . 6∈ head head ∈ n
(34)

τst(δ,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

C B ([o/n]head).tail(B x) {return τ (δ, α,e);}

m ∈ n (35)
τco(T, δ,i,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

C B [o/n]m(B x) {return [this:C.i/this:T]τ (δ, α,e);}

m 6∈ n
(36)

τco(T, δ,i,n = o, α,C,P B m(B x) {return e;}) =

C B i.m(B x) {return [this:C.i/this:T]τ (δ, α,e);}

δ = T→ C (37)
τ (δ, α,e) = [@δ/@α]e

δ = i (38)
τ (δ, α,e) = [.δ/@α]e

Figure 49: Methods of a class.
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methods(T) = V N name = ni U M ∈ methods(C)

U M overrides Vi Ni ∨ U M same as Vi Ni (39)
method(name,T,C) = M

name = head.tail
. 6∈ head

component(head,T) = X component Y(δ) i [n=o]

N = B i.tail(B x) {...}

U B tail(B x) {...} ∈ methods(Y)

(U M overrides X N ∨ U M same as X N)

U M ∈ methods(C)
(40)

method(name,T,C) = M

Figure 50: Method lookup.

method(m,T, C) = U B n(B x){return e;}

mtype(m, T,C) = B→ B

Figure 51: Method type lookup.

method(m,T, C) = U B n(B x){return e;}

mbody(m,T,C) = x.e

Figure 52: Method body lookup.
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STj = subtype T(δ) [o=p]

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

τst(δ,o=p, β,C, D N) = C A ml...

class T<β> ...

N = A n(A x){return e;}

D N ∈ methods(T)
(41)

C Ml overrides D N

δTi

{BD N overrides E O

C M overrides D N ∨ C M same as D N (42)
C M overrides E O

SCj = component T(δ) i [o=p]

E = class C (α)ST SC{F K M}

τco(T, δ,i,o=p, β,C,D N) = C A ml...

class T<β> ...

N = A n(A x){return e;}

D N ∈ methods(T)
(43)

C Ml overrides D A i.n(A x){return e;}

Ti

{B

C M overrides D N D N same as E O (44)
C M overrides E O

M = B m(B x){return e;}

∀ D N=A n(A y){...} : C M overrides D N⇒ (B <: A ∧ B = A)
(45)

C M OVERRIDE OK

M = B m(B x){return e;}

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M} m ∈ M
(46)

B m(B x) {return e;} overridden in E

Figure 53: Method overriding.
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X (47)
C M same as C M

C F same as D G D G same as E H (48)
C F same as E H

E = class C (α)ST SC{F K M}

STj = subtype T(δ) [o=p]

τst(δ,[o=p], β,C,D N) = C A h(A x){return e;}

class T(β) ...

N = A n(A x){return e;})

D N ∈ methods(T)

¬h overridden in E (49)
C A h(A x){return e;} same as D N

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

SCj = component T(δ) i [o=p]

τco(T, δ,i,[o=p], β,C,D N) = C A h(A x){return g;}

class T(β) ...

N = A n(A x){return e;})

D N ∈ methods(T)

¬h overridden in E (50)
C A h(A x){return g;} same as D A i.n(A x){return e;}

Figure 54: Method equivalence.

∃ E O : (C M overrides E O) ∧ (D N overrides E O)
(51)

C M related to D N

C M overrides D N (52)
C M related to D N

C M same as D N (53)
C M related to D N

Figure 55: Method relations.
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E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

∀ D N,E O ∈ methods(ST, C) : D N related to E O ⇒ n = o
(M-No-Subtyping-Duplication)

E NO METHOD SUBTYPING DUPLICATION

E=class C < i > ST SC {F K M}

∀ o :

„

|{N=T A n(A y){return f;}|n=o ∧ U N ∈ (inheritedMethods(E))}| > 1
⇒ ∃ B o(B x){return e;} ∈ M

«

(M-Select)
class C < i > ST SC {F K M} METHOD SELECT OK

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M}

SCi = component S < γ > [y=z] j

∀ X, CO = component T < β > [q=r] i : C SCi overrides X CO⇒
∀ U N ∈ methods(ST,C), V O ∈ methods(T) :

U N related to X ...i.o(...) {...} ⇒
∀ C P∈ methods(SCi, C) :

C P related to B=W ...j.s(...) {...} ∧method(o, T,S) = B⇒
n=p

(M-Component-Override-Renaming)

E COMPONENT METHOD OVERRIDE RENAME OK

E = class C < α > ST SC {F K M}

C M OVERRIDE OK (T-Override)
class C < i > ST SC {F K M} METHOD OVERRIDE OK

E = class C < α > ST SC {F K M}

C M IMPLEMENTATION OK (T-Implementation)
class C < i > ST SC {F K M} IMPLEMENTATION OK

x : C,this : C ⊢ e0 : E0 E0 <: C0

C C0 m(C x) {return e
0
} IMPLEMENTATION OK

Figure 56: Method well-formedness

E = class C <α>ST SC{F K M} α 6= ∅

C abstract

Figure 57: Theabstract judgement.
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(T-var)
∆;Γ ⊢ x : Γ(x)

∆; Γ ⊢ e0 : C0 field(f, T,C0) = D g . 6∈ f
(T-Field)

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : T.f : D

component(i, T) = component D<β> [n=p] j
(T-Comp)

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : T.i : D

∆(α) = T→ C
(T-Comp-Param)

∆; Γ ⊢ e0 : T@α : C

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : C0 mtype(m,T, C0) = D → C ∆;Γ ⊢ e : C C <: D . 6∈ m
(T-Invk)

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : T.m(e) : C

¬C abstract ∧ fields(C) = T D f ∆;Γ ⊢ e : C C <: D
(T-New)

∆;Γ ⊢ new C(e) : C

∆; Γ ⊢ e0 : D D <: C
(T-UCast)

∆;Γ ⊢ (C)e0 : C

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : D C <: D C 6= D
(T-DCast)

∆;Γ ⊢ (C)e0 : C

∆;Γ ⊢ e0 : D C 6<: D D 6<: C stupid warning
(T-SCast)

∆;Γ ⊢ (C)e0 : C

Figure 58: Expression typing.

field(f,T,C) = D g fields(C) = U D g g = gi
(R− F ield)

new C(e) : T.f→ ei

mbody(m,T,C) = x.e0

(R− Invk)
new C(e):T.m(d)→ [d/x,new C(e)/this]e0

C <: D
(D)(new C(e))→ new C(e)

Figure 59: Computation Rules.
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e0 → e′

0
(RC − F ield)

e0 : T.f→ e′

0
: T.f

e0 → e′

0
(RC − Invk − Rcv)

e0 : T.m(e)→ e′

0
: T.m(e)

ei → e′

i
(RC − Invk − Arg)

e0 : T.m(...,ei, . . .) → e0 : T.m(...,e′

i,...)

ei → e′

i
(RC −New − Arg)

new C(...,ei,...)→ new C(...,e′

i,...)

e0 → e′

0
(RC − Cast)

(C)e0 → (C)e′

0

Figure 60: Congruence Rules.
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6.11 Proof of Type Soundness

We prove the type soundness of our model by isolating the assumptions made in the proof
of Featherweight Java, and proving that our inheritance mechanism satisfies those assump-
tions.

6.11.1 Subject Reduction.In Lemma 6.6, we must make a change because ourmtype
function has an extra argument, being the static type of the target. In the proof, the lemma
is used to prove that the type of a method invocation is a subtype after substitution. In other
words, it suffices to prove that for a given static type, a morespecific actual type will result
in a more specific return type.

LEMMA 6.1. Thecomponent judgement defines a function.

PROOF. This follows directly from ruleT − Comp− Select.

LEMMA 6.2. Themethod judgement defines a function.

PROOF. From the definition ofmethod, it follows that it is a function ifmethods is a
function. RuleT − Namespace ensures that for methods directly defined in a classC,
there can only be one match for a given name. The other methodsin methods(C) come
from eitherinhst or inhco. But because these functions remove methods with the same
name as a method inC, there can never be more than one result.

LEMMA 6.3. Every methodm in a supertype or component of classC is either
in the set of methods ofC, or an overriding or equal method is present in that set.
E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M} ∧ U N ∈ methods(STi) ∪methods(SCi)

⇓
∃ V O ∈ methods(C) : V O overrides U N ∨ V O same as U N

PROOF. The only reason a methodm of a supertype or component of classC can be
absent from the set of methods ofC is that it has been removed by either theinhst or inhco

function.
For inhst, this means that the method is either overridden in the classitself, or an over-

riding method has also been inherited. In both cases there isan overriding relation be-
tween the removed method and a method inmethods(C) according to the definition of
overrides. If the method is not removed, thesame as relation holds.

The proof forinhco is similar.

LEMMA 6.4. Thefield judgement defines a function.

PROOF. Similar to that of Lemma 6.2

LEMMA 6.5. Every fieldf in a supertype or component of classC is either in the set
of fields ofC, or a field overriding it is present in that set.

E = class C(α) ST SC{F K M} ∧ U D g ∈ fields(STi) ∪ fields(SCi)
⇓

∃ V E h ∈ fields(C) : V E h overrides U D g ∨ V E h same as U D g

PROOF. Similar to that of Lemma 6.3.

LEMMA 6.6. If mtype(m,T,C) = B → B0 then mtype(m,T,D) = B →
E0 with E0 <: B0 for all S <: T,D <: S
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PROOF. From Lemma 6.3, it follows thatmethod(m, T, D) selects a method that either
overrides or is the same asmethod(m, T, C). As a result, this lemma follows from the
OVERRIDE OK judgement.

Because we also allow overriding of fields, we must have a similar lemma for the type
of a field. The only difference is that the type of a field cannotchange.

LEMMA 6.7. If ftype(f,T,C) = B then ftype(f,T,D) = B for all S <: T,D <: S

PROOF. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.6

Lemma 6.8 needs to be modified from the Featherweight Java version because we have
two new type expressions.

LEMMA 6.8. If ∆; Γ,x : B ⊢ e : D, and Γ ⊢ d : A where A <: B, thenΓ ⊢
[d/x]e : C for some C <: D.

PROOF. CasesT − V ar, T −New, T −UCast, T −DCast, andT − SCast remain
unchanged. CaseT − Invk only requires a syntactic modification to pass the static type
from the type elaboration to Lemma 6.6. CaseT − Field become nearly identical to
T − Invk because of the possible overriding.

CaseT-Comp.e=e0:T.i

The actual type ofe0 is not used in the type ofe0:T.i, hence the type ofe will not
change under substitution. Safety is guaranteed by induction. The component relation will
exist.

CaseT-Comp.e=e0:T@α

Again, the actual type ofe0 is not used in the type ofe0:T@α, hence the type ofe will not
change under substitution. Safety is guaranteed by induction. The component relation will
exist.

LEMMA 6.9. The expressione:T@α will not be encountered during evaluation of a
program.

PROOF. Classes with component parameters are abstract and thus cannot be instanti-
ated. From the fact that all parameters must be filled in by subtype and component clauses,
and the substitution of component parameters in themethods function, it follows that such
expressions cannot occur in methods of concrete classes. The proof follows from the fact
that a program is of the formnew C(e) and must be well-typed.

LEMMA 6.10. If∆; Γ ⊢ e : C, then ∆; Γ,x : D ⊢ e : C

PROOF. Straightforward.

LEMMA 6.11. The transformation of the method body of a method inherited via a
subtyping relation is type safe.
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class T(α) ... ∧
α : B→ D,x : X,this : T ⊢ e : E ∧ δ ≤ α ∧
class S(β) ... subtype T(δ) ...

⇓
x : X,this : S ⊢ τ(δ, α,e) : F ∧ F <: E.

PROOF. The lemma follows directly from the definition of theτ function and Lemma
6.8.

LEMMA 6.12. The transformation of the method body of a method inherited via a
component relation is type safe.

class T(α) ... ∧
γ : G,x : X,this : T ⊢ e : E ∧ δ ≤ α ∧

class S(β) ... component T(δ) i ...
⇓

x : X,this : S ⊢ [this:S.i/this:T]τ(δ, α,e) : F ∧
F <: E.

PROOF. Because of ruleT −Comp, the type ofthis:C.i is T, so the lemma follows
from Lemmas 6.8 and 6.11.

For Lemma 1.4 of the Featherweight Java proof, we provide a different lemma because
the method body is altered when inherited instead of during the evaluation.

LEMMA 6.13. Ifmtype(m,T,C) = D→ D, and mbody(m,T,C), thenx : D,this :
C0 ⊢ e : C with C <: D

PROOF. In casemethod(m, T, C) is defined inC, ruleT − Implementation proves
the Lemma. In casemethod() is inherited either through a subtype relation or a component
realtion, we must prove that the altered method body maintains a valid type. This follows
directly from Lemmas 6.11 and 6.12.

THEOREM 6.14 (SUBJECT REDUCTION). For a well-typed expressione of an elabo-
rated program:
If Γ ⊢ e : C and e → e′, then Γ ⊢ e′ : C′ for some C′ <: C

PROOF. The proof is nearly identical to the proof of Theorem 2.4.1 of Featherweight
Java.

6.11.2 Progress

THEOREM 6.15 (PROGRESS). Supposee is a well-typed expression in the evaluation
of an elaborated program.

(1) If e includesnew C0(e).f as a subexpression, thenfields(C0) = C T f andf ∈ f
for someC, T, andf.

(2) If e includesnew C0(e).m(d) as a subexpression, thenmbody(m,C0) = x.e0 and
#(x) = #(d) for somex ande0.

PROOF. Because component parameters cannot occur in the evaluation of an elaborated
program (Lemma 6.9), and operations performed on componentreferences are treated as
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method invocations and field accesses, the proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.4.2 of
Featherweight Java except that it now uses Lemmas 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 to prove thatm
andf are present.

6.11.3 Type Soundness.The domain of values is the same as that of Featherweight
Java.

v ::= new C(v)

THEOREM 6.16 (TYPE SOUNDNESS). Suppose e is an expres-
sion of an elaborated program. If∅ ⊢ e : C and e →∗

e′ with e′ in normal form, then e′ is either a value v with ∅ ⊢ v : D and D <:
C, or an expression containing (D)new C(e)whereC <: D.

PROOF. Immediate from Theorems 6.14 and 6.15.

7. RELATED WORK

In [61], Odersky and Zenger identify three scalable component abstractions for removing
hard references from components to increase their reusability: abstract type members, self-
type annotations, andmodular mixin composition. Abstract type members and selftypes
specify the required services of a component, and mixins perform the composition. But
while these abstractions are scalable with respect to the size of the components, they are
not scalable in the way components are used. The problem is that both selftypes, and mix-
ins as used in Scala, prohibit any composition involving multiple components of the same
kind, or components containing features with the same name.Despite the claim that these
abstractions can lift an arbitrary assembly of static program parts to a component system,
they already fail for our simple example application, whichis little more than an assembly
of four kinds of static program parts. The authors argue thatnesting of classes is essential
because otherwise, the amount of wiring would become substantial. This contradicts our
findings. In this paper, we built an application using components without using nested
classes. So while nested classes provide certain benefits, they are not a requirement for
component composition. In both approaches, components areclasses, and the result of the
composition of components is again a class.

In [88], we introduced anchored exception declarations to remove hard references from
the exceptional specification of a component. They allow theexceptional specification of
a method to be declared relative to other methods. This increases both the adaptability and
reusability of code using checked exceptions. More specifically, they simplify the reuse of
higher-order functions by taking the exceptional behaviorof the actual function parameter
into account instead of providing an inflexible upper bound that forces the programmer to
write many inconvenient and dangerous error handlers.

ArchJava [2] uses ports to connect components. A component declares the methods
provided and required by a port. Composition of components is done by connecting ports
to each other. The difference with our approach is that in ArchJava, ports are used to en-
force communication constraints, while component relations are used to compose an ADT
from other ADTs. In our approach, a port corresponds to a regular class which is then
used in a component using a component relation that inheritsall features indirectly. The
class representing the port can declare its requirements using instance variables, abstract
getter methods, or component parameters. So as a composition mechanism, our inheri-
tance mechanism is more flexible, but it does not enforce communication constraints. Our
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componentCTodoModularis compose{
provides IQueue q;
provides ISupervisor su;
intro CTodoExtension toDo;
intro CList list;
plug list.list into toDo.list;
plug todo.q into q;
plug toDo.su into su;

}

Figure 61: The ComponentJ version of CTodoModular.

classCTodoModular
componentCTodoExtension<CTodoModular> (list) [direct{q,su}]
componentCList list

{}

Figure 62: Our version of CTodoModular.

mechanism for preventing component references – using component classes – is simpler
and more effective than that of ArchJava. In ArchJava, this is accomplished by prohibiting
the use of the type of a component in the ports and public interfaces of a component type,
and types of instance variables. In addition, an exception is thrown if a cast to a compo-
nent type is thrown. We prevent the use ofthis, and names of component relations as a
separate expressions for component classes.

ComponentJ [76] only uses ports for composition of components, and thus is less flexible
than our approach. In addition, it is more verbose, as shown by Figures 61 and 62. In
Figure 62, theCTodoExtension component is connected to theCList component
using a component parameter. Another alternative is to use an instance variable or an
abstract getter method.

In [8], the authors present a language construct for first-class full-blown relationships.
Such a language construct is also advocated by Rumbaugh in [68]. With our inheritance
mechanism, this language construct can be replaced by component classes. In this pa-
per, we used relationships without attributes, but a component for full-blown relation-
ships can be built on top of them. An example implementation is given in Figure 63. A
PassiveBidiAssocation is aBidiAssociation that cannot be modified from
that end of the association. This is necessary to ensure consistency of the relationship.

In the 1997 version of Eiffel [58], the inheritance relationis used both for subtyping and
code inheritance. It is possible to duplicate features wheninheriting more than once from
the same class, which is confusing for classification purposes as argued in Section 3.2.
The resulting diamond problem for repeated inheritance is often considered to make the
language more difficult [11; 70]. In addition, a subclass canuse covariant argument types
for a method, or even remove features, which makes a whole program analysis required
to ensure type safety. In SmartEiffel 2.2 [20] and the new Eiffel specification [62], the in-
heritance mechanism has been extended with non-conforminginheritance. In SmartEiffel
2.2, duplication of features and narrowing their visibility is no longer permitted. Using
covariant argument types, however, remains possible. SmartEiffel ensures type-safety by
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public abstract class Relationship<FROM,TO,
KIND extendsRelationship<FROM,TO,KIND>>
[FromName,ToName]
(FROM→ PassiveBidiAssociation<FROM,KIND> from)
(TO→ PassiveBidiAssociation<TO,KIND> to)

componentBidiAssociation1<KIND,FROM>
(from) [X=%FromName%,

override unregister%FromName%]
export private {set%FromName%,register%FromName%}] {

componentBidiAssociation1<KIND,TO>
(to) [X=%ToName%,

override unregister%ToName%,
export private {set%ToName%,register%ToName%}] {

public Relationship(from,to){
set%FromName%(from)
set%ToName%(to)

}
protected void unregister%FromName%(FROM from){

super(from);
set%ToName%(null );

}
protected void unregister%ToName%(TO to){

super(to);
set%FromName%(null );

}
. . .

}

public classAttends
subtypeRelationship<Student,Course,Attends> (courses,students)

[FromName=Student,ToName=Course]
componentUniAssociation<int> [X=Mark] {. . .}

public classStudent
componentPassiveBidiAssociationSet<Student,Attends> courses
. . .

public classCourse
componentPassiveBidiAssociationSet<Course,Attends> students
. . .

Figure 63: Full-blown relationships.

type-checking the code of an inserted class in the context ofthe inheriting class, but this
violates the modularity principle, as argued in Section 2.6. Because sharing is the default
policy for theinsertrelation, accidental merging of components is possible. Our work can
mainly be thought of as an extension of the SmartEiffel inheritance mechanism to allow
convenient composition of abstract data types.

Sather [84] and Timor [44] separate types and classes, and the relations between them.
Types can inherit from multiple other types, and classes canincludeother classes for code
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inheritance. In addition, classes can implement types. We do not favor the mandatory
separation of types and classes since it always requires a heavyweight solution.

Timor has support for named subtyping relations [44] to support repeated inheritance.
We think this is a bad idea because it does not fit in the classification metaphor. We think
it is very confusing for an object to be 1.9 times aCassettePlayer, as in their ex-
ample. They also use the inheritance names to disambiguate conflicting names, but for
reusing characteristics this approach is not practical. A severe problem with their mech-
anism is that name conflicts are automatically resolved by removing direct access to the
involved methods. As a result, adding a subtyping relation,or even adding a method to an
inherited type can break existing clients without even a warning because conflicts can be
introduced. The names of subtyping relations can be used as component references. Timor
also has support forreuse variables. Features of the classes referenced by such variables
are inherited if they are needed for the types implemented bythe class. If they are not
inherited, however, they are not available to clients sincethey are not part of the types via
which the class can be used. The mechanism can be seen as delegation-by-value. Reuse
variables also reduce the dependency of the implementationof a class on its hierarchy, but
the authors do not present this insight.

Traits [74] not only use a separate relation for code inheritance, but also a separate
concept – atrait – for a set of methods that can be reused via code inheritance.Unlike
traits, we do not have a separate concept to represent a component, it is just a class. If the
component relation could only be used with special buildingblocks, unanticipated reuse
would be impossible. On top of that, programmers must deal with an extra concept which
is just a degenerate abstract class. Another motivation forour choice is the possibility to
instantiate characteristics. We see no reason to forbid a programmer to create an object
that represents a bounded value. In addition, classification of characteristics is necessary.
To reuse almost any kind of association, it is necessary to create a hierarchy of association
classes. The relation between classes capturing choices like mutability, arity, . . . and class
Association is a subtyping relation, not just a code inheritance relation. Methods
inherited via traits automatically override methods inherited from classes although there is
no relation between them. This form of structural subtypingcan lead to bugs that are hard
to find. In addition, dependencies of traits must be resolvedindividually, and repeated trait-
inheritance is not possible. As such, traits allow far less code reuse than our inheritance
mechanism. In [10], traits are used to refactor the Smalltalk collection classes. The authors
report a 12% reduction in code size.

In [66], Reppy and Turon present trait-based metaprogramming. They add renaming
and hiding to traits to allow using a trait more than once in a class. Similar to SmartEiffel,
name conflicts and dependencies must be resolved one at a time. Because traits cannot
contain state, the overhead is larger than in SmartEiffel.

Languages like CLOS [25], most mixin-based [11] languages like Scala [61], and many
others use linearized multiple inheritance. The linearization of the class hierarchy, how-
ever, complicates its use [78; 19; 74]. It is not possible to determine the meaning of a single
inheritance relation of a class without looking at the others because some of its methods
may be overridden by methods of other classes that happen to have the same name. This
makes it easy for methods to be overridden by accident [78]. Repeated inheritance, which
is essential language for composition of classes is impossible in these languages. The
abstract super class of a mixin, however, allows for reusable refinements, which cannot
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easily be created using our approach. More research is required to decide how abstract
super classes should be integrated in our inheritance mechanism.

Cecil [18] supports multiple inheritance. Repeated inheritance, however, is forbidden,
and name conflicts result in compilation errors. The language uses properties for instance
variables, making it possible to override them. Subtyping and code inheritance relations
can be used both separately or combined.

In Self [19], inheritance relations are given a priority. For relations with identical prior-
ities, name conflicts result in an error. For relations with different priorities, conflicts are
resolved automatically by inheriting the feature of the relation with the highest priority.
TheSender Path Tiebreaker Ruleresolves additional conflicts by giving priority to meth-
ods within the same inheritance path in case of ambiguities.Renaming is not supported.
Directed resends do not increase the dependency between theimplementation and the in-
heritance hierarchy because they are sent to named slots, which is very similar to using
named inheritance relations.

C++ [80] has limited support for repeated inheritance. A class cannot inherit from the
same base class more than once, making it unsuitable for building classes from compo-
nents. In addition, it has no support for renaming, forcing clients to resolve name conflicts.
The language supports separation of subtyping and code inheritance through public and
private inheritance.

The Sina/ST language [1] offers aninterface predicateto determine how calls to an
object are dispatched. The type can dispatch calls to the current object or to an object
declared in its interface. The predicates (target.method(args)) are matched from
left to right. If a call matches the name and argument types ofa predicate, it is dispatched
to its target. The predicate, while providing a lot of flexibility, also brings with it a lot
of complexity. Dynamic binding, however, must explicitly be designed in the super class
using aserver call.

There are several mechanisms for building hierarchies of inheritance hierarchies [63;
64; 32; 60; 61]. In these approaches, a hierarchy of classes can be extended by extending
the existing classes and introducing new classes. With hierarchy inheritance, extensions
to a class of a hierarchy are visible to all other classes of the hierarchy. This approach
is complementary to ours: multiple inheritance cannot be used to achieve the benefits of
hierarchy inheritance and vice versa. Adding such a mechanism to ours will result in an
even higher reusability of code.

In Jigsaw [12], inheritance is presented as an operation on modules. The authors de-
fine a number of basic operators to model multiple inheritance, mixins, instantiation, and
other techniques. Contrary to their approach, we define two highly specialized operators to
match the classification and building block metaphors. To model our inheritance mecha-
nism in Jigsaw, operators must be added to model e.g. indirect inheritance and component
parameters. Another difference is that their approach is mainly technical, while ours is
more focussed on methodology by focussing on easy to understand metaphors.

In [70], Sakkinen argues that with the possibility of sharing or duplicating state, it is
possible that dependent state variables are split because they are not all shared or dupli-
cated. Data groups [51] or method groups [79] can be used to prevent this problem. All
state within a group should either be shared or duplicated. Integration of this functionality
in our inheritance mechanism remains future work.

In [86], Tobin-Hochstadt and Allen present a calculus of metaclasses which allows them
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to build arbitrary hierarchies withinstance ofrelations. This allows them to capture aspects
of the world that cannot otherwise be expressed [93]. In addition to theextendsrelation
for subtyping and code inheritance, they use akind relation to declare that a class is an
instance of another class.

The Java Syntactic Extender [5] is a complete macro system for Java [37]. Our renaming
parameters provide only an extremely basic macro system, which can only be used to
conveniently rename features of a class.

8. FUTURE WORK

An important task is to finish our compiler and create a library of reusable components.
These include, but are not limited to, a hierarchy of association classes allowing choices
like multiplicity, value or reference semantics, mutability, constraints. With these associ-
ations, graphs can be built to reuse any iteration over an object structure by incorporating
Joost Visser’s work on visitor combination and traversal control [91].

The error handling strategy of a class is fixed at this moment.For example, class
BoundedValue must choose how to deal with invalid input: use preconditions, throw
exceptions, or provide a default behavior. That means that to provide all choices to an
application developer, we need three versions of the same characteristic. It would be more
interesting to have a single version that provides a number of strategies for dealing with
errors, and allowing the application developer to choose one.

The abstract super classes of mixins allow a developer to create reusable refinements
– classes that wrap their super class to customize its behavior. This is not possible with
our inheritance mechanism. More research is needed to decide how abstract super classes
should be integrated in our inheritance mechanism.

9. CONCLUSION

We have shown that current object-oriented programming languages do not offer the ab-
straction level required to easily compose an ADT using other ADTs as components. This
prevents a developer from reusing high-level concepts likeassociations, bounded values,
graphs, . . . .

Our inheritance mechanism is the first to make this kind of reuse practical. By using
renaming parameters and making component relations first-class citizens, we eliminate
the problems encountered in current languages. They allow aprogrammer to easily ex-
ploit name patterns, connect components, provide both a simple class interface and lots
of functionality, and use components as if they were separate objects. Together, these im-
provements raise the abstraction level of the programming language, since it is no longer
required to create a new language construct or write lots of low-level wiring code to reuse
a characteristic.

The case study confirms that our inheritance mechanism yields much better results (21%
to 36% reduction) than other mechanisms (4% to 15% reduction). Moreover, it shows
that only using our mechanism, components can be extended without the need to modify
inheriting classes. In addition, it is still beneficial to reuse small components, or small parts
of big components with our inheritance mechanism, contraryto the other techniques.

To allow even easier and more code reuse, we identifiedcomponent referencesas an ex-
isting construct, and introduced two new constructs.Component classesmodularly restrict
access to features of components in presence of component references.
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We have made a formal model for our inheritance mechanism, and proved that it is type
sound.
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